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Manufacturing of textiles and garments is the most significant industry in Bangla-
desh. The country is the second-largest manufacturer of western apparel brands 
in the world. The industry has a negative stigma in developing countries due to 
the exploitation of workers.1 These issues are decreasing in Bangladesh, as the in-
dustry tries to re-brand and build the best factories in the world. The highest-rated 
environmentally friendly and sustainable factories in the world are now home to 
Bangladesh, competing with the global demand. The factories also provide more 
facilities and benefits for employees in the workplace.2 However, this initiative still 
does not consider the socio-economic issues of the employees that work in these 
factories. Majority of the workers are women from low-income communities with 
little educational background. The purpose of this research project is to improve 
the quality of life of garment workers by attempting to resolve the primary issues 
that are common amongst the female workers, which is affordable housing and 
childcare. The method of the research will be investigating a variety of case stud-
ies and relevant literature to provide the design principles to create a proposed 
design of what factory housing in Bangladesh may be. The majority of the case 
studies will investigate social housing projects and mixed-use public centres for 
low-income communities in South Asia. The literature reviews will investigate the-
ories of Critical Regionalism to ensure the research is contextually appropriate.

The design proposal will be applied to a site in Chittagong, Bangladesh. Chit-
tagong is a significant port city, with a large concentration of factories that em-
ploys a significant number of residents from the city.

The final design produced for the workers will provide affordable housing and fa-
cilities for childcare and education for the children of the garment employees. The 
housing colony will be situated near factories. The proposed design will improve 
the quality of life of the workers, relations between employers and workers and the 
public image of the manufacturers and apparel brands.

1 Stitchdiary, "What Makes Bangladesh — A Hub Of Garment Manufacturing?," 
Medium, last modified July 18, 2018, https://medium.com/@stitchdiary/what-makes-ban-
gladesh-a-hub-of-garment-manufacturing-ce83aa37edfc.
2 "Bangladesh Leading the World in Sustainable Green Industrialization," Textile 
News, Apparel News, RMG News, Fashion Trends, last modified March 4, 2018, https://
www.textiletoday.com.bd/bangladesh-leading-world-sustainable-green-industrialization/.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
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The garment industry has been a significant contributor to many countries econ-
omy. Bangladesh is the second-largest Ready-Made Garment (RMG) exporting 
country in the world.3 The RMG industries factories have been criticised in the past 
for exploitation of workers in developing countries such as South East Asia, Cen-
tral America and the Indian Subcontinent. These factories are often referred to as 
“sweatshops” that usually illegally employ child labourers and vulnerable people 
in low-income communities.4 The conditions of these factories are often crowded 
and require employees to work with manual sewing machines on a meagre wage.5

The garment industry in Bangladesh was in the spotlight from media due to the 
aftermath of the 2013 Savar building collapse.6 The Savar building, also referred 
to as Rana Plaza, was an eight-story commercial garment factory located in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh that had collapsed due to structural failure.7 The incident left 2500 
people injured and 1135 dead. Rana Plaza was said to be the deadliest structural 
failure in modern history. The incident resulted in public outrage and consumers 
protested, demanding global clothing brands to take responsibility for employee 
safety in the workplace.8 

3  “Bangladesh Urges No Harsh EU Measures over Factory Deaths,” U.S, last modi-
fied May 4, 2013, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bangladesh-factory/bangladesh-urg-
es-no-harsh-eu-measures-over-factory-deaths-idUSBRE94304420130504.
4 "The World Counts," The World Counts, accessed June 6, 2020, https://www.
theworldcounts.com/stories/Child-Labour-in-Sweatshops.
5  “Clothing Industry,” Wikiwand, accessed May 17, 2020, https://www.wikiwand.
com/en/Clothing_industry.
6  Wikiwand, “ Clothing Industry”.
7  Tansy Hoskins, “Reliving the Rana Plaza factory collapse: a history of cities in 50 
buildings, day 22,” The Observer. London: The Guardian, April 23, 2015, https://www.
theguardian.com/cities/2015/apr/23/rana-plaza-factory-collapse-history-cities-50-build-
ings.
8  “Dhaka Collapse Death Toll Passes 500,” BBC News, last modified May 3, 2013, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-22394094.

This project is about Bangladesh's textile and garment industry.  The focus of the 
research investigates the social issues that are present for employees working 
in garment factories who manufacture clothing for large multinational apparel 
brands. Key points that will be discussed are; the history and context behind how 
the apparel industry was developed in the last 20 years; the direction and future 
of the garment industry; and the issues that face garment workers in Bangladesh. 
The research project acknowledges the aspirations and needs of factory workers 
to improve their quality of life, and attempts to approach key issues such as; (1) 
the inadequate housing; (2) childcare and learning facilities; (3) communal com-
munity space.

INTRODUCTION 1.1 BACKGROUND: Factories
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Bangladesh’s textile industry has been the nation’s number one export earner.9 
The Bangladeshi port city of Chittagong is the second-largest city in the country.10 
Employees that work in Chittagong’s factories tend to endure many hazardous 
working conditions as they do in other regions.11 

Although there are negative issues in the countries garment industry, there are 
many positive impacts, such as creating a female blue collar workforce.12 It has en-
abled many Bangladeshi families to be lifted out of poverty. The industry has learnt 
from the Savar building incident resulting in setting up safe working environments 
for garment factory workers.13 More recently, Bangladesh is in the process of cre-
ating more green factories, a new initiative that seeks to re-brand the industry in 
the nation.14 Presently, Bangladesh now houses some of the highest-rated green 
factories in the world. This initiative highlights the responsibility of factory workers 
which is beyond just the factory walls and into the wider community. The ultimate 
aim of these initiatives are to create a sustainable environment inside and outside 
of the factory environment.15  

9  “Environmental Aspects of Textile Industries in Bangladesh,” Textile News, 
Apparel News, RMG News, Fashion Trends, last modified August 4, 2018, https://www.
textiletoday.com.bd/textile-industries-in-bangladesh-a-rising-environmental-degradation/.
10 "Chittagong," Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed June 6, 2020, https://www.
britannica.com/place/Chittagong.
11 Stitchdiary, "What Makes Bangladesh — A Hub Of Garment Manufacturing?".
12  Wikiwand, “Clothing Industry".
13  Amy Westervelt, “Two Years After Rana Plaza, Have Conditions Approved in 
Bangladesh’s Factories?,” The Guardian, last modified July 2, 2018, https://www.theguard-
ian.com/sustainable-business/2015/apr/24/bangladesh-factories-building-collapse-gar-
ment-dhaka-rana-plaza-brands-hm-gap-workers-construction.
14  Azm Anas, “Green Factories Help Bangladesh Get an Edge over Rivals,” Apparel 
Sourcing & Textile Industry News & Analysis | Just-style, last modified March 11, 2019, 
https://www.just-style.com/analysis/green-factories-help-bangladesh-get-an-edge-over-
rivals_id135732.aspx.
15  Refayet U. Mirdha, “Bangladesh Has Highest Number of Green Garment Fac-
tories,” The Daily Star, last modified May 26, 2019, https://www.thedailystar.net/business/
news/bangladesh-has-highest-number-green-garment-factories-1749016.

Majority of the workforce in the garment industry in Bangladesh are women, usu-
ally from lower-income communities with little to no education. Working condi-
tions are improving as the factories are compensating the employees with a fair 
wage and access to free medical care for staff. Educational centres are also provid-
ed for the children of the workers. In rare cases, some factory owners provide their 
employees with training to broaden their skill set.16

Although these initiatives provide benefits to the factory workers, it does not ad-
dress many other social issues that workers endure. Accommodation provided by 
the factories is scarce and unusual. The government does not provide any subsi-
dised housing either. Instead, a vast majority of garment workers live in informal 
settlements, in mess-houses with substandard build quality or high rent hostels. 
The housing tends to lack amenities such as clean water supply, electricity, sanita-
tion and sewage drainage.17

16  Abdullah Shibli, “Garment Workers’ Struggle to Find Affordable Housing,” The 
Daily Star, last modified April 12, 2019, https://www.thedailystar.net/opinion/open-dia-
logue/news/garment-workers-struggle-find-affordable-housing-1728472.
17  “THE READY-MADE GARMENT SECTOR AND CHILDREN IN BANGLADESH,” 
UNICEF, accessed May 17, 2020, https://www.unicef.org/csr/files/CSR_BANGLADESH_
RMG_REPORT.PDF.

BACKGROUND: Development of the Factory BACKGROUND: Issues of Factory Workers
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To improve the quality of life for garment workers, we must understand what so-
cial issues they face. The study Socio-Economic Factors of Readymade Garment 
Workers in Bangladesh by Uttara University Professor Nazrul Islam, Identifies;

“… socio-economic factors such as housing, water and sanitation facilities, med-
ical facilities and first aid treatment, wage and productivity, social status, the ad-
aptation of cultural values and norms, attachment with labour unions, ownership 
arrangement and leave with pay and overtime are significantly related to the so-
cio-economic status of the garment workers of Bangladesh. If these factors are 
improved, the socio-economic status of the workers will be improved in Bangla-
desh.”18

In Bangladesh, worker housing for garment employees is not conventional. The 
demographic of workers is predominantly female from rural areas with no edu-
cational backgrounds. Any future housing scheme must encourage social inter-
action and encourage the design of inclusive communities. This is important as 
most of them are rural migrants and need to be able to integrate into the city.19

The research project proposes how to design housing, for the garment factory 
workers in Chittagong, Bangladesh. A significant focus of the research will investi-
gate how better housing conditions can improve the quality of life. This research 
will focus on the premise that if workers have higher levels of mental and physical 
well-being, the more productive they will be at work. To do this, the research proj-
ect explores options for housing and educational facilities that situated near fac-
tories. The proximity of the factoris and housing will mean that transportation will 
not be required. The aim is to encourage social engagement and interaction, the 
research will investigate housing as the primary focus with educational facilities as 
a secondary feature.

18  Nazrul Islam, “Socio-Economic Factors of Readymade Garments Workers in 
Bangladesh,” SSRN Electronic Journal, 2016, p317, doi:10.2139/ssrn.2851802.
19 Peter Fowler, "Urban Poverty in Bangladesh: Slum Communities, Migration and 
Social Integration," Taylor & Francis, last modified October 29, 2012, https://www.tandfon-
line.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03068374.2012.720774?journalCode=raaf20.

1. Inadequate housing  
Chittagong is home to the ‘Chittagong Export Processing Zone’ (CEPZ), many 
garment factories are located in this region that employ a vast amount of workers 
throughout the city. The zone, like the majority of garment zones throughout Ban-
gladesh, offers no accommodation for its factory workers.20 It has left many CEPZ 
workers to be scattered throughout the region. A small minority of workers have 
found accommodation near the factories to allow them to walk from an observa-
tion made on site visits by the author. It is therefore essential for any future factory 
development to create social housing close to factories. 

2. Childcare and learning facilities
Many women in the garment factories all have issues with children during work 
hours. Some factories offer childcare centres for workers, but it is rare, and in some 
cases, it is only for children up to a very young age which is not practical. It is es-
sential to provide childcare facilities and educational centres for children for the 
women as a majority are mothers and have multiple children in the family who 
need to be supervised during work hours.21

3. Communal community space
The majority of women in Bangladesh’s garment workforce is migrants from rural 
regions. They are usually not familiar with life in the larger cities. These migrants 
usually do not have other family members in the city. Therefore, migrants must 
have a community network that they can be a part of. It is important to encourage 
community interactions to create relations with each other as they come from a 
similar background and can help each other familiarise and integrate with life in 
the city.22 Worker facilities should be inclusive and allow for engagement and also 
provide a facility for workers for large events such as community meetings and 
training seminars.

20 "Garment Workers' Struggle to Find Affordable Housing," The Daily Star, last 
modified April 12, 2019, https://www.thedailystar.net/opinion/open-dialogue/news/gar-
ment-workers-struggle-find-affordable-housing-1728472.
21 "Improving the Health and Well-being of Children of Migrant Workers," 
World Health Organization, accessed June 7, 2020, https://www.who.int/bulletin/vol-
umes/95/12/17-196329/en/.
22 Fowler, "Urban Poverty in Bangladesh: Slum Communities, Migration and Social 
Integration,"

1.2 STATE OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE FIELD
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To create architecture and design spaces that is inclusive to encourage social in-
teractions pattern system theories can be applied. Christopher Alexander who 
published, A Pattern Language, refers to the Travelers Inn, where he states;

“A man who stays the night in a strange place is still a member of the human com-
munity, and still needs company. There is no reason he should creep into a hole, 
and watch TV alone, the way he does in a roadside motel.”23

Alexander explains that the Inn was a wonderful place where strangers met for a 
night to eat, drink and congregate, which encourages interaction and yields social 
benefits. However, in the modern motel, this quality is lost as the owner assumes 
strangers are afraid of one another; thus, motels are now self- contained and 
self-sufficient. Alexander discusses the use of courtyards in these buildings. The 
courtyard spaces enabled residents to interact and engage with each other. This is 
how the design created  pleasant atmospheres. The research will investigate and 
apply a similar pattern to the design to create areas for communal interaction and 
provide a sense of inclusiveness.24

23  Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray Silverstein, A Pattern Lan-
guage: Towns, Buildings, Construction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), p449.
24 Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, 
Construction, p449
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Can designing housing for garment factory workers in Bangladesh, improve their quality of life?

RESEARCH QUESTION:
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To answer the research question, there are two aims to the research:

1. This project aims to help garment workers leave the cycle of poverty and in-
crease their economic mobility while improving their physical and mental health. 

The objective of the aim is;

a. To create environments that encourage worker productivity, and skill acquisition,  
b. To incentivise work productivity, design will provide for garment workers by car-
ing for their family needs. 

2.  Improve the public image of the factory owners, apparel brand owners, and 
manufacturing Industry.

The objectives of the aim is;

a. Providing garment workers with adequate living conditions, 
b. Creating spacious, safe and well-designed communities, 
c. Reduce barriers that may compromise productivity, 
d. Access amenities such as health care and transportation

1.3 AIMS & OBJECTIVES
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This project is about providing social housing for textile and garment workers in 
Chittagong, Bangladesh. Subsidised housing quarters will be provided for work-
ers and families; The Mixed-use Educational centre will provide a childcare facility 
that can also function as a educational centre for adults and older children of the 
families. This worker colony will be in proximity to the factories, the close proximity 
will work to reduce time and costs, an issue which the majority of workers have. 

Although this project is about improving the quality of life of the garment workers 
in Bangladesh, some factors cannot be resolved through architectural interven-
tion while others can. These factors are:

What can be resolved:
•	 Water and sanitation facilities can be resolved through the housing ini-

tiative
•	 Productivity and relationships between workers and employers is as-

sumed will improve as the housing initiative aim to positively impact the 
workers lives

What cannot be resolved:
•	 First aid is provided by factories during work although medical services 

cannot be resolved.
•	 Conflicting community cultural values, religion and social statuses cannot 

be resolved, although the design considers for the demographic as the 
majority of residents will be conservative Muslims, allowing for separation 
of single women and women with families will be made.

•	 Attachment with labour unions. 
•	 Land and property ownership. 
•	 Fair wage and over time.
•	 Political issues surrounding the textile industry.

These factors cannot be resolved as the research projects aim is to improve the 
workers life quality through architectural intervention, external factors cannot be 
achieved.

If an investigation of the factors described above takes place, it will be only in the 
capacity to address the design research problem.

1.4 SCOPE & LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH
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1.5 METHODOLOGY

The methodology of this research project will be divided into four sections.

The project will research the contextual history of Bangladesh and how it is rele-
vant to the textile and garment industry. This will be done through investigating 
texts, articles, government articles, site visits and photo studies. It is essential to 
investigate the context of the garment industry, and the workers lives; to identify 
the underlying issues and achieve the aim of the project.

The literature will review workers from a period starting from the industrial revo-
lution to the 21st century. It is important to understand how workers lived during 
the industrialisation of Europe and how it positively impacted them, which can be 
applied to the design project. This section will also research other relevant texts 
to understand what is holistically needed for the workers to improve their condi-
tion. A Pattern Language will be reviewed to understand how spaces and pattern 
systems can be applied to create architecture for a particular design function. The 
project will aim to create a design that is relevant in the context. This is import-
ant so the building can speak the language of its region, which will be achieved 
through understanding and applying the theories of Critical Regionalism.

The precedent section will investigate case studies of housing projects and 
mixed-use community / educational buildings that were designed for low-income 
communities. The case studies will be investigated for their advantages and disad-
vantages in relation to the use of design strategies, and the use of materiality. The 
most relevant elements of the projects will be applied to the design. Selecting 
the appropriate material is crucial to the project as it will need to be practical and 
ethical. A study will be done to identify the most common building materials in 
Bangladesh and how similar materials are used globally, from which they will be 
compared to select the most appropriate material. The selected material will be 
investigated through case studies to understand how they are applied to build-
ings in the region.

The design stage will analyse the site and will explore the advantages and issues 
it possess. The design process will start by dedicating spaces for families, single 
women and the mixed-use educational centre. Massing will be done to deter-
mine an appropriate density of the housing quarters. The design will aim to create 
a cluster typology that can be replicated on the site. This will be done through 
multiple iterative changes to select the most appropriate cluster that can house 
a small scale RMG factory. The housing clusters and mixed-use educational fa-
cility will utilise the site efficiently, the design will aim to encourage interaction 
and build a community network for the residents through creating shared spaces 
through the cluster typology.
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Manufacturing of textiles has been in existence for centuries in Bengal, as record-
ed in ancient hand-written documents and printed documents. Greek and Arab 
merchants have been trading between India and the Red Sea port of Aduli, which 
is modern-day Eritrea, Egypt, and Ethiopia since the second century. The Romans 
also valued muslin highly and often traded gold coins and bullions to purchase 
the material.25 Eventually, muslin became popular in Europe due to its introduc-
tion by the Romans.26

Bangladesh formally became an independent nation in 1971, the regions heritage 
can be traced over four millennia. Throughout centuries, civilisations throughout 
the Bengal region have been known to produce and trade textiles for the produc-
tion of garments.27 

By the 14th century the country’s economy prospered. Bengal was often referred 
by Europeans, as the wealthiest country to trade with, and praised by many other 
kingdoms and empires that travelled to the nation.28 In the 16th century, the Mu-
ghal Empire conquered Bengal. The Bengal Subah province was the wealthiest 
state in the subcontinent in the Mughal Empire.29 

25  Sonia Ashmore, Muslin (Victoria & Albert Museum, 2012), p11.
26  Naveed Naushad, “The Muslin Story,” The Daily Star, last modified December 
15, 2015, https://www.thedailystar.net/lifestyle/special-feature/the-muslin-story-187216.
27  “History of Bangladesh,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified August 
9, 2001, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Bangladesh.
28  J. N. Nanda, Bengal: The Unique State (New Delhi: Concept Publishing Com-
pany, 2005), p10.
29  Lawrence E. Harrison and Peter L. Berger, Developing cultures: case studies 
(2006), p158.

2.1 ANCIENT HISTORY OF BANGLADESH

Fig 2: Mughal Princes wearing muslin, (Image by Author unknown)

Fig 3: Lady in Bengali muslin, (Image by Francesco Renaldi)
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Bengal was notable for the trades of silk and muslin.30 Under the Mughal rule, 
Bengal was the center of cotton production31, particularly around Dhaka which 
is the capital city, this led to distant markets in Central Asia referring to muslin as 
‘’daka”.32 Muslin is a cotton fabric of plain weave, which was highly sought after; 
this was handwoven locally around Dhaka.33 Bengal produced more than 80% of 
the silk and 50% of the textiles that were imported by the Dutch from Asia.34 Cot-
ton and silk were exported to Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia, and Africa.35

Many travellers from all over the world came to trade goods, particularly in the 
port city of Chittagong. Many ethnic groups from Europe, Asia, Middle East, Afri-
ca, and the Indian subcontinent even built settlements in Chittagong. Textile and 
garments are still very significant in the region, as it has been for centuries. Bangla-
desh now still produces and exports garments and textiles for most of the world. 
The nation is still relevant to the manufacturing of fabrics.

30  Richard M. Eaton, The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier, 1204-1760 (Oak-
land: University of California Press, 1996), p234-235.
31  Trudy Ring, Noelle Watson, and Paul Schellinger, Asia and Oceania: Internation-
al Dictionary of Historic Places (London: Routledge, 2012), p344.
32  Eaton, The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier, p202.
33  “Muslin,” Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed May 13, 2020, https://www.britanni-
ca.com/topic/muslin.
34  Om Prakash, “Gale - Product Login,” accessed May 13, 2020, https://go.gale.
com/ps/i.do?p=WHIC&u=seat24826&id=GALE%7CCX3447600139&v=2.1&it=r&asid=
6b597320.
35  John F. Richards, The Mughal Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), p202.

Fig 4: Ships in Chittagong, (Image by Bandel, Arrakan)

Fig 5: Mughal-Arakanese battle on the Karnaphuli River, (Image by Author unknown)
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2.2 TEXTILE & GARMENTS IN BANGLADESH

Developing countries have received negative coverage through media because 
of the conditions the workers endure in these factories. Workers had to endure 
many issues, not only collapses but also numerous reports of ergonomic, fire and 
chemical hazards.36 The industry, however, has helped many people from lower-in-
come areas to earn a living, mostly women. Garment factories have made chang-
es to rebrand the industry as a result of the incident at Rana Plaza due to pressure 
from world media and apparel brand.37 Garment industries are leading towards 
constructing more green factories.38 

36  “Clothing Industry.”
37  Westervelt, “ Two Years After Rana Plaza, Have Conditions Approved in Bangla-
desh’s Factories?.”
38  Anas, “Green Factories Help Bangladesh Get an Edge over Rivals.”

Fig 6: Rana Plaza collapsed, (Image by Author Unknown)

Fig 7: Women grieving, (Image by Maunir Uz Zaman)
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Fig 8: Child labourer, (Image by Sadia Mariam Malik)

Fig 9: Rana Plaza Protest, (Image by Author unknown)
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Garment and textiles in Bangladesh became the leading export sector and a 
significant source of foreign exchange starting in 1980. The industry is projected 
to reach an estimated 40 Billion dollars by 2019.39 Chittagong Export Processing 
Zone (CEPZ), was officially established in 1980, which was the first and one of the 
eight export processing zones in Bangladesh located in Chittagong. CEPZ is a 
significant garment zone, it was the first industrial garment and textile sector built 
in the country and the largest. Individual factories in the zone are leased from 
government for a long period. The government also provide benefits for investors 
as the industry contributes vastly towards the country’s economy and generates 
jobs.40 

Working conditions are improving in Bangladesh, factories are compensating 
employees with a fair wage, access to free medical care for staff and families. 
Educational centres are provided to the workers and their children with training 
for employees to broaden their skill set. Investing in education yields significant 
development benefits; it increases economic growth in income while reducing 
poverty. Although this initiative improves the working conditions within these fac-
tories, it, however, does not address many social issues workers endure daily.41

Transportation is an issue for many employees; some factories offer transport for 
workers while others that live near can walk, most cannot afford to stay in the city 
which has higher rent and arrange their own transport which can be costly. Work-
ers in CEPZ are usually dropped in one location after work and they take another 
form of transport to get home (bus, rickshaw, tuk-tuk).

39  “B E P Z A,” Wayback Machine, accessed May 17, 2020, https://web.archive.org/
web/20121229040607/www.epzbangladesh.org.bd/bepza.php?id=cepz.
40  “Export Processing Zone,” Banglapedia, accessed May 17, 2020, https://en.ban-
glapedia.org/index.php?title=Export_Processing_Zone.
41 "Improving Working Conditions in the Ready Made Garment Industry: Progress 
and Achievements," International Labour Organization, last modified July 5, 2015, https://
www.ilo.org/dhaka/Whatwedo/Projects/WCMS_240343/lang--en/index.htm.

Fig 10: Plummy Fashions Green Factory, (Image by Plummy Fashion)

Fig 11: CEPZ entrance., (Image by RMG Bangladesh)
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Fig 12 Location of Chittagong, Bangladesh, (Image by Author)

Fig 13: Chittagong city aerial view, (Image by Google)

Fig 14: CEPZ area, (Image by Google)
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C H I T TA G O N G 
EXPORT 

P R O C E S S I N G 
ZONE

Fig 15: Map of CEPZ, (Image edited by Author)
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Fig 16: Entry into CEPZ, (Photo by Author)

Fig 17: Workers Taking Bus, (Photo by 
Author)

Fig 18: Bus Terminal Area, (Photo by 
Author)

Fig 19: Street Junction, (Photo by Author)
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Fig 20: CEPZ lake seating area, (Photo by 
Author)

Fig 21: Factory in CEPZ, (Photo by Author)

Fig 22: CEPZ lake area, (Photo by Author)

Fig 23: Workers walking home, (Photo by 
Author)
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Majority of women have issues with their children as they struggle to leave them 
at home during work hours. Through research and observations made in the field 
showed, a majority of workers share these common issues with housing, transpor-
tation and childcare. The current factory initiative provides health and educational 
facilities, although the majority of workers are living in slum conditions.42 Their 
quality of life does not improve outside of the workplace.

The garment industry is projected to increase in the following years.43 Thus more 
factories will be built and demand for workers will increase. The Bangladeshi gov-
ernment should encourage projects that improve workers lives as it decreases 
poverty while benefiting the industry, which ultimately increases the country’s 
economy. The industry will generate 40 billion dollars as projected, regardless of 
the current issues it possess. However, improving the worker’s essential needs will 
reap more benefits for the industry which will grow exponentially and could po-
tentially compete with the global competition.

42  “ THE READY-MADE GARMENT SECTOR AND CHILDREN IN BANGLADESH.”
43 “B E P Z A,” Wayback Machine, accessed May 17, 2020, https://web.archive.org/
web/20121229040607/www.epzbangladesh.org.bd/bepza.php?id=cepz.

Fig 24: Informal settlements in Bangladesh, (Image by Author unknown)

Fig 25: Traffic congestion, (Image by 
Nicolas Chrorier)

Fig 26: Children in the inner city, (Image 
by Nancy Fliesler)
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Knit / Crochet Clothing, Accessories - 44.9% (18.9B USD)

Clothing, Accessories (Non Knit / Crochet) - 42% (17.7B USD)

Miscellaneous Textiles, Worn Clothing - 2.5% (1.1B USD)

Footwear - 2.2% (936.4M USD)

Paper Yarn, Woven Fabric - 1.5% (641.6M USD)

Fish - 1.2% (525.5M USD)

Headgear - 0.7% (302.6M USD)

Leather / Animal Gut Articles - 0.7% (293.7M USD)

Raw Hides, Skins (Non Furskins), Leather - 0.4% (166.5M USD)

Tobacco, Manufactured Substitutes - 0.2% (105.4M USD)

BANGLADESH’S TOP EXPORTS

Fig 28: Exports, (Data by World’s Top 
Exports, Diagram by Author)
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2.3 GARMENT WORKERS

Garment workers are predominantly migrants who travel from rural regions of Ban-
gladesh usually with their families. The countries constant floods and monsoons 
have displaced many families. These migrants live simple lives in rural Bangladesh, 
and the majority do not have the skills for jobs in the cities due to a lack of educa-
tion. Women tend to join the garment industry, and men seek labour jobs.44

Fashion Revolution and Microfinance Opportunities are both not profit organiza-
tions that carried out a study called, “The Garment Worker Diaries” by Conor Gal-
lagher. This yearlong project had collected data from garment workers between 
Bangladesh, India and Cambodia. The Garment Worker Diaries provides valuable 
information about the lives of the average garment workers in South Asia. The study 
found that the average age of a garment worker in Bangladesh is 27 years old. 
Workers live in three predominant districts: Chittagong, Dhaka, and Gazipur.45

44  Md. Kayum Shikdar, “Impact of Rural-Urban Migration on Urban Bangladesh,” 
Search ELibrary :: SSRN, accessed May 14, 2020, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=2217764.
45  Conor Gallagher, Garment Worker Diaries, accessed May 14, 2020, https://work-
erdiaries.org//wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_Bangladesh_Inter-
im_Report.pdf.

Fig 29: Monsoon flooding, (Image by the Darkroom)

Fig 30: Women and child displaced, (Image by Rehman Asad)
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PREDOMINANT CITIES OF GARMENT FACTORIES URBAN MIGRATION PATTERN

Fig 31: Factory cities, (Data by 
Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram 

by Author) 

Fig 32: Migration map, (Data by 
semantic scholar, Diagram by 

Author)
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Fig 33: Graph 1, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram 
by Author)

Fig 34: Graph 2, (Data by Garment 
Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)

Fig 35: Graph 3, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram 
by Author)
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RESPONDENTS EDUCATION

Low to No Literacy

Some Primary

Complete Primary

Some Junior Secondary

Complete Junior  Secondary

Some Secondary

Complete Secondary or Higher

3%
11%

19%

14%

15%

33%

5%

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD

Fig 36: Graph 4, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author) Fig 37: Average Household, (Data by Garment 
Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)

Four-fifths of the employees in, The Garment Worker Di-
aries were found to be married, and the remainder was 
either single, widowed, or separated. Surveyed workers 
educational status can be seen on figure 36.46 Most work-
ers live with their family, the median household size is 
four occupants. 90 percent of Bangladesh’s population 
follows Islam47 which is over a 150 million people so most 
of the workers are muslim.48

46  Gallagher, Garment Worker Diaries.
47  “The Future of the Global Muslim Population,” Pew 
Research Center’s Religion & Public Life Project, last modified 
December 31, 2019, https://www.pewforum.org/2011/01/27/
the-future-of-the-global-muslim-population/#/Bangladesh.
48  “Population and Housing Census,” Wayback Ma-
chine, accessed May 27, 2020, https://web.archive.org/
web/20151208044832/www.bbs.gov.bd/WebTestApplication/
userfiles/Image/National%20Reports/Union%20Statistics.pdf.
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2.4 NATURE OF WORK & REMUNERATION

Fig 38: Step one - Large rolls of fabric are taken from 
storage and brought into the cutting floor, (Photo by 

Author)

Fig 39: Step two - Rolls are placed on each workstation, 
(Photo by Author)

Fig 40: Step three - Fabric is placed on stations and 
pressed, (Photo by Author)

Fig 41: Step four - Templates are used to cut the fabric 
into various parts of clothing, (Photo by Author)

Fig 42: Step five - Cut fabric is stacked for each part of 
the clothes and brought into sewing floor, (Photo by 

Author)

Fig 43: Step six - Cut fabrics are assorted and sewed 
together, (Photo by Author)

template. The second step is done on a large floor dedicated for sewing this is 
predominately for women as the task is carried out on manual sewing machines, it 
is less labour-intensive as the workers are seated mainly and do require handling 
heavy loads or packages.

On a site visit by the author, to a RMG factory in Chittagong, an investigation was 
taken to understand the work process at these factories. The work is divided into 
three separate sections, which is Cutting, Sewing and Finishing. Employees use 
large rolls of fabric, which they cut into various sizes using a
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The final step is done in the finishing section; where employees sew labels and 
package the clothes. Men control the machinery in the factories and handle heavy 
cargo.

In knitwear and textile factories, the process is similar, although they usually make 
their fabric on-site, which is done entirely through machines.

Fig 44: Step seven - Clothes are brought to second 
sewing section where they are checked for quality 

control, (Photo by Author)

Fig 45: Step eight - Checked clothes are attached with 
tags, (Photo by Author)

Fig 46: Step nine - Clothes are pressed and ironed, 
(Photo by Author)

Fig 47: Step ten - Clothes are placed in packets, (Photo 
by Author)

Fig 48: Step eleven - Packets are assorted to various 
sizes and placed in boxes, (Photo by Author)

Fig 49: Step twelve - Boxes are taken from factories and 
delivered to ports for export, (Photo by Author)
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VARIOUS FACTORY SIZES

Small Medium Large Industrial 

200 - 400 
WORKERS

400 - 600 
WORKERS

600 - 800 
WORKERS

800 - 1500  + 
WORKERS

Fig 50: Factory Sizes, (Data by Factory Site Operator, 
Diagram by Author)
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Fig 51: Graph 5, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, 
Diagram by Author) 

Fig 52: Graph 6, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, 
Diagram by Author) 
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Nearly three-quarters of the workers in Bangladesh, in the Garment Worker Dia-
ries study, received an average hourly wage above 25 Taka (0.25 BDT) per hour 
minimum. To compare this to New Zealand standards that is $0.45 NZD. Garment 
workers average working hours can be seen on figure 53. Employees work over-
time if they need to earn more money for extra household expenses.

A majority of their months’ pay is spent immediately on rent and utilities, leaving 
them with low funds, vulnerable in cases of emergencies like when needing med-
icine and other unexpected expenses. If the husband or children are working, 
they contribute at home and pay for the extra or unexpected expenses. Workers 
usually do not get holidays. If they work in factories that do not have steady work, 
that period is usually when workers get time off, which is not beneficial for them.49

49  Gallagher, Garment Worker Diaries.

WORKERS RECEIVING 
MINIMUM WAGE

Above Minimum Wage

Below Minimum Wage

74%

26% 60 Hours or More

48 to 60 Hours

48 Hours

Less than 48 Hours

Did Not Work

LENGTH OF WORK-WEEKS

27.5%

6.5%

12.5%
6%

47.5%

Workers are unable to retain their income to save as the cost of living in the city is 
higher than what they earn. Some travel into cities daily from rural areas which is 
costly. The surveyed results show their earnings is mostly spent on housing, thus 
meaning workers cannot deal with other expenses sufficiently. The high cost of 
housing in cities, keeps them trapped in a cycle of poverty only to live in poor 
conditions and stint their economic mobility.50

Fig 53: Graph 7, (Data by Garment 
Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)

Fig 54: Graph 8, (Data by Garment Worker 
Diaries, Diagram by Author)
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TEXTILE FACTORIES

The images below show the process of manu-
facturing at textile factories in Bangladesh. This 
process in comparison to the RMG factories is 
similar except they manufacture the raw mate-
rial for fabrics.

Fig 55: Cutting, (Photo by Author) Fig 56: Sewing machine, (Photo by Author)

Fig 57: Knitting floor, (Photo by Author) Fig 58: Preparing for packaging, (Photo by Author)
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2.5 CURRENT HOUSING CONDITIONS

Garment workers usually live in informal settlements (slums), as previously men-
tioned, others live in rural areas under better conditions and travel far to get to 
factories. A minority live in wreck houses (poorly maintained flats/accommoda-
tion).51 The project will focus on rural settlements to understand how people live. 
Studying informal settlements is irrelevant in terms of design. Workers live in these 
poor housing conditions due to desperation so investigating them is not appro-
priate or dignified to understand how they live as opposed to rural settlements 
where they have migrated from. In rural regions, they are homeowners and have 
long history of culture and tradition. However, we must understand the housing 
conditions in which they live currently in the cities to identify what the issues are 
around the informal settlements, slums, wreck flats, they usually find in cities.

Wreck houses are poorly maintained houses for low-income communities these 
are still costly as landlords occasionally exploit tenants because they have limited 
options; owners do not maintain these units. They are common among slums.

51 Pamela Engel, "What Life Is Like For The Bangladeshis Who Make Your Clothes," 
Business Insider Australia, last modified May 12, 2013, https://www.businessinsider.com.
au/bangladesh-garment-workers-2013-5?r=US&IR=T#the-garment-industry-is-huge-in-
bangladesh-accounting-for-80-of-the-countrys-exports-last-year-these-exports-total-20-bil-
lion-1.

Fig 59: Garden spaces, (Photo by Author)

Fig 60: Shared path, (Photo by Author)
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Bangladesh has a massive population of underprivileged people living under the 
most impoverished conditions, particularly in its major cities. From 1996 about 
3,000 slums were populated by 1.6 mil lion people. In 2005 this number doubled 
to 3.4 million citizens who lived in more than 4,900 slums and squatter settle-
ments.52

Slums are known to have high population density and overcrowding. Usually, one 
family shares a room of about 9 to 10 m2 in either kutchas which are houses built 
of non-permanent materials like straw, wood and bamboo or semi-puccas which 
are made of mud, brick and corrugated sheet roofing. Sanitation facilities are in-
adequate, and people have minimal access to essential services. Water supply is 
shared by 6 to 10 households which are the main supply for drinking water.53 The 
infrastructure of sewage systems is weak and limited, thus causing surface and 
groundwater contamination.54

Slums and squatter settlements are poverty-stricken. More than four-fifths of the 
house holds live on less than 5,000 Taka (equal to NZD 93.40) a month, and al-
most every fifth household has less than 3,000 Taka (equal to NZD 56). Typically 
slum-dwellers earn their living in the informal economy such as hawkers, street 
vendors, rickshaw drivers, or as day labourers. However, women usually work in the 
formal garment industry, the most crucial economic sector.55

52  Katrin Burkart et al., “Megacity Dhaka-informal settlements, urban environment 
and public health,” 4, no. 1 (January 2008): p9.
53  Nazrul Islam, Slums of Urban Bangladesh: Mapping and Census, 2005 (2006), 
p45.
54  Burkart, “ Megacity Dhaka-informal settlements, urban environment and public 
health,” p9.
55  B. Feuchte, “The Garment Industry in Bangladesh,” Geographische Rundschau 
International Edition 2, no. 4 (January 2006): p56-62.

INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS & POVERTY

Fig 61: Communal outdoor space, (Photo by Author)

Fig 62: Settlement by seawall, (Photo by Author)
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Slum residents also suffer from the insecurity of tenure. Slum evictions on govern-
ment land are common by urban planning authorities. Between 2003 – 2007, an 
estimated 28,000 families were evicted from over 49 slums.56

Chittagong is the second-largest city in Bangladesh which is located on the out-
skirts of Bay of Bengal. It is the hub of the country’s economic and industrial ac-
tivities. The city has undergone a firm growth in its slum settlements as a con-
sequence of increasing economic opportunities and migration of people from 
rural areas. In recent years, Chittagong had gone through a rapid decline in urban 
poverty, estimated to be 13.7% in 2016. One-Fourth of the city’s population lives 
in slums and squatter settlements, who are affected the worst in terms of quali-
ty of housing. Residents face different types of environmental issues, notably air 
pollution, noise pollution, traffic congestion and surface water pollution. Major 
cities are struggling to accommodate their rising populations and address the 
challenges of infrastructure and urban sprawl.57

56  Raihan Sabuktagin, “Homeless and miserable,” The Daily Star, February 18, 
2007.
57  Nasir Uddin, “Assessing urban sustainability of slum settlements in Bangladesh: 
Evidence from Chittagong city,” Journal of Urban Management 7, no. 1 (2018): p33, 
doi:10.1016/j.jum.2018.03.002.

Fig 63: Clothing drying spaces, (Photo by Author)

Fig 64: Shared garden, (Photo by Author)
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Poverty, poor housing, high population densities and inadequate living condi-
tions combined with poor environmental conditions worsen the health conditions 
of slum-dwellers58 and hence intensify the burden of disease in the major cities in 
Bangladesh.59 Some of the major problems among slum population are diarrhoe-
al diseases, malnutrition60, delivery-related birth complications, low birth weight61, 
postpartum morbidity, diabetes, fever, intestinal problems, measles, skin diseases, 
respiratory infec tions62, sexually transmitted infections63 and high infant mortality.64

Overcrowding makes residents vulnerable to contracting communicable diseas-
es, such as tuberculosis and acute respiratory infections. Transmission of these 
sicknesses commonly results in malnutrition which is often aided by low resistance 
among the residents. Diseases preventable by vaccines, such as measles, whoop-
ing cough and diphtheria, also spread more quickly in overcrowded urban areas 
amongst non-immunized populations. Poor drainage and sanitation systems in-
crease the risk of dengue, malaria and yellow fever.65

58  S.M.Nabinur Rahman, S. Banu, and F. Nessa, “Health situation of slum dwellers 
of metropolitan area of Dhaka,” Bangladesh Medical Research Council Bulletin 15, no. 2 
(December 1989): p90-96,

59  Islam, Slums of Urban Bangladesh: Mapping and Census, 2005 (2006).
60  Jane A. Pryer, Stephen Rogers, and Ataur Rahman, “Factors affecting nutritional 
status in female adults in Dhaka slums, Bangladesh,” Biodemography and Social Biology 
50, no. 3-4 (2003): p259-69, doi:10.1080/19485565.2003.9989075.
61  N. Fronczak et al., “Delivery-related complications and early postpartum mor-
bidity in Dhaka, Bangladesh,” International Journal of Gynecology & Obstetrics 91, no. 3 
(2005): , doi:10.1016/j.ijgo.2005.09.006.
62  Mizanur Rahman and Mohammad Shahidullah, “Risk factors for acute respi-
ratory infections among the slum infants of Dhaka city,” Bangladesh Medical Research 
Council Bulletin 27, no. 2 (August 2001): p55-62, https://www.researchgate.net/publica-
tion/11423029_Risk_factors_for_acute_respiratory_infections_among_the_slum_infants_
of_Dhaka_city.
63  K. M. Sabin et al., “Sexually transmitted infections prevalence rates in slum com-
munities of Dhaka, Bangladesh,” International Journal of STD & AIDS 14, no. 9 (2003): 
p614-621, doi:10.1258/095646203322301077.
64  Shams E. Arifeen et al., “Infant growth patterns in the slums of Dhaka in relation 
to birth weight, intrauterine growth retardation, and prematurity,” The American Journal 
of Clinical Nutrition 72, no. 4 (2000): p1010-1017, doi:10.1093/ajcn/72.4.1010.
65  Elliott D. Sclar, Pietro Garau, and Gabriella Carolini, “The 21st century health 
challenge of slums and cities,” The Lancet 365, no. 9462 (2005): p901-903, doi:10.1016/
s0140-6736(05)71049-7.

HEALTH RISKS WITHIN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

Fig 65: Children in slums, (Photo by Author)
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Continuous negligence of expanding urban slum residents in the world could 
inevitably in crease health care expenditures and reduce resources for the man-
agement of preventable diseases. Therefore, specific interventions and facilities 
to decrease the burden of disease and medical care expenses are very important 
in the city. Increasing educational facilities and health competencies should be 
the primary concern in this regard. Environmental improvement through proper 
management in reducing the likelihood of getting sick and increasing health care 
facilities with easy access to early treatment and advice is also essential.66

The major cities natural vulnerability to regular flooding during the monsoon sea-
son has been aggravated by urban mismanagement and unplanned develop-
ment leading to waterlogging. Besides regular floods, air pollution is a severe 
problem, traffic, brick kilns and domestic firewood burning, especially in slum ar-
eas are considered to be the main polluters. Although, air pollution has improved 
by the banning of leaded petrol and two-stroke vehicles.67

Advancing the situation in these areas would require the recognition of the 
slum-dwellers rights for a place to live, particularly with tenure and access to infra-
structural services. Environmental improvement through reducing the likelihood 
of getting sick, improving health care facilities with easy access to early treatment 
is crucial.68 This section identifies the consequences of living in informal settle-
ments and their effects on the city.

66  Lee W. Riley et al., “Slum health: Diseases of neglected populations,” BMC Inter-
national Health and Human Rights 7, no. 1 (2007): p2, doi:10.1186/1472-698x-7-2.
67  Burkart, “ Megacity Dhaka-informal settlements, urban environment and public 
health,” p10.
68  Burkart, “ Megacity Dhaka-informal settlements, urban environment and public 
health,” p10.

Fig 66: Poorly maintained area, (Photo by Author)

Fig 67: Materials used in informal 
settlements, (Photo by Author)

Fig 68: Minimal privacy, (Photo by Author)
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Fig 69: Open sewage, (Photo by Author) Fig 70: Conflicting circulation, (Photo by 
Author)

Fig 71: Shared garden area, (Photo by Author) Fig 72: Poor natural lighting, (Photo by Author)
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Childcare / 
Educational

Facility 

Proximity To 
Industries

Affordable 
Housing

This project will attempt to design a place for workers that can resolve the three 
main issues they face in Chittagong. Where workers will have access to affordable 
housing, in proximity to factories so women’s transport costs can be reduced. The 
project will also have a childcare/educational facility and a mixed-use community 
centre. Many non-profit organisations work in Bangladesh,  who can utilise this 
mixed-use facility for a range of aid work they offer, such as educational skill-build-
ing courses and other trades. This development will change the worker-employer 
relationship. Workers will have a sense of pride in their work with less tension and 
unrest between the owners. Employee strikes will reduce overtime or be eradi-
cated. Working in a garment factory in Bangladesh is perceived as a job for low-
er-class citizens that are exploited and is just seen as a place to just earn a poor 
wage, this idea would be rectified as the industry would offer greater opportuni-
ties. This initiative would be a significant incentive for the factory owners as more 
women will want to join the industry. 

The objective is that the development will improve companies’ image, worker pro-
ductivity, health, reduce strikes and increase demand of work, which benefits the 
business and then it sets a precedent to create more worker housing complexes. 
The housing complex for this project will provide living quarters for a small size 
factory, which is over 200 employees and their family members.

This section discusses the established programme, and how this initiative will im-
pact the future of the workers and industries, it also shows the roles of the family 
members of these housing colonies.

2.6 ESTABLISHED PROGRAMME

Fig 73: Programme diagram, (Image by Author)
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WOMEN MEN

CHILDREN

Working in garment 
Factories with access to 

Educational facilities

Working in the building 
Industry and may create more 
housing for similar communities 

and Background

Using childcare and 
Educational facilities

GARMENT 
COLONY

ROLES WITHIN THE GARMENT COMMUNITY

Fig 74: Individual's roles, (Image 
by Author)
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MANUFACTURERS
Working collaboratively with brand em-
ployers, garment factories should uphold 
high work standards and make sure that the 
workers required necessities such as afford-
able childcare centres, transportation and 
housing are provided. This is an incentive 
for the manufacturers because it ensures 
that many more workers will seek to join the 
industry and boost productivity.

GARMENT WORKERS
Through this process, garment workers will 
be provided with their basic needs which 
will ultimately create a better quality of life 
and increase economic stability while re-
ducing poverty. The industry may then be a 
catalyst so that the next generation will get 
out of the circle of poverty and into higher 
professions.

The diagram shows how this project must follow these steps to get these facilities 
developed, and at each step of the process, it discusses each individual’s role.

2.7 RAISING AWARENESS

GLOBAL CONSUMERS 
Spread awareness throughout western 
consumers about work and living condi-
tions of who makes their clothes, which can 
be achieved through targeting small-medi-
um level apparel organisations that market 
global brands through social media.

WESTERN APPAREL BRANDS
Aim to target major western apparel 
brands that employ manufacturers in Ban-
gladesh, as they profit more than factory 
owners. They should collaboratively work 
with the manufacturers to ensure that work-
ers are not exploited and provide the nec-
essary facilities. This would be an incentive 
for the brands as their public image would 
improve throughout the industry and stand 
above other brands.

Fig 75: Chain effect of Rana Plaza, (Image by Author)
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The diagram below shows how the initiative in Bangladesh to re-brand and im-
prove conditions of factories had taken place. This link between consumers and 

the workers can be used to initiate another change as shown on the previous 
chart; it is evident that it has been done in the past.

GLOBAL CONSUMERS 
After world media outlets published stories 
about the poor conditions of workers in 
Bangladesh and the collapse of a factory, 
media and global consumers were out-
raged and protested for fair treatment of 
workers.

WESTERN APPAREL BRANDS
Brand owners were among the scrutiny as 
they are directly in business with the facto-
ry owners and seen as profiting from ex-
ploiting workers. Because apparel brands 
public image was in jeopardy, many brands 
stopped employing factories in Bangla-
desh and called on manufacturers for bet-
ter worker safety, or they will not be doing 
further business with these factories.

MANUFACTURERS
Factory owners were not able to proceed 
with business as brands had tightened re-
strictions for worker safety and treatment. 
The industry rebrands to save the public 
image and work with the requirements set 
by the government and apparel brands.

GARMENT WORKERS
The series of events resulted in reducing 
strikes and garment workers in Bangla-
desh taking their first step in improving 
the industry. Wage is commonly provided 
reasonably, but workers now have med-
ical, educational, canteen, training, and 
some of the safest facilities which were un-
imaginable for them a decade ago. Some 
factories even offer transportation.

Fig 76: Results of spreading awareness, (Image by Author)
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OWNERSHIP

Ownership of the housing should be held by government, factory or the brand. 
Housing quarters should be transitional and only for rent. This creates an incen-
tive for workers to use and utilise the space to its maximum potential for as long 
as they need. Utilising the fair rent, childcare centre, close location to work and 
the skill-building centre which can also host courses. While working, saving and 
providing an educational space for their children, workers will have the economic 
mobility to transition from the industry into whatever they may pursue and buy 
or built their own houses. Benefits of renting and not allowing for the units to be 
purchased is also because it may turn into situations where workers buy units and 
not transition or improve further, this may place importance on one worker rather 
than the majority that need the facilities. A possibility with workers buying the units 
could result in the rent being increased. A single owner would uphold a fee that 
is appropriate to the workers wage so all residents would pay an equal amount. 
This was evident in one of the case studies that was researched at the Belapur 
housing community where overtime houses were bought at a low price and then 
later rented out for much higher rate this gentrified the low-income demographic 
it was designed and built for initially.69

This section discusses the new narrative of the garment industry if this design 
initiative and stance was taken by the industry and discussing the ownership ar-
rangements to maximise productivity to use the benefits provided to them to 
advance themselves as much as possible while they are living in the colonies and 
underemployment.

69  “On Charles Correa’s Passing: A Lament for Bombay,” As Any Fule Kno, accessed 
May 17, 2020, https://asanyfuleknow.blogspot.com/2016/06/on-charles-correas-passing-
lament-for.html.
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2.8 RURAL SETTLEMENTS

Garment workers primarily originate from rural settlements thus the design inves-
tigation started with this typology as it also conveys the vernacular. In Bangladesh, 
a mud house or “Matir Ghor”, is one of the traditional housing types that are used 
by low-middle income families in rural areas but is becoming more common in 
urban settings and outside of small cities. This building type is primarily for a sin-
gle-family and is typically one or two stories. These houses are predominantly in 
areas which are less flood-prone like in hilly regions, highlands but also flatlands 
which have been flood-proof with appropriate systems. This type of construction 
has been practiced for more than 200 years.

This housing typology will be investigated as it conveys the regions culture, tradi-
tions and vernacular of the people this project aims help. An investigation will be 
done on the construction, material and design to identify what will be adopted 
for the design project.

Fig 77: Rural settlement, (Image by Author Unknown)

Fig 78: Vernacular house, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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Vernacular architecture should reflect the culture, environment and historical 
features of the region where it is built. The understanding behind the vernacular 
styles is always handed down through generations, which is based on knowledge 
gained through years of practice. Vernacular houses showcase and give insight 
into the cultural values and customs of the region.70 

Bangladesh has many traditions and history of its early settlements, which all have 
individual characteristics in planning, location and the use of materials used for 
construction. Locals have developed many different housing technologies which 
keep the inhabitants moderately safe from environmental disasters. These vernac-
ular responses have been practiced, passed down from generations and express 
a vast knowledge of design principles which should be salvaged and utilised. 
These traditional houses are primarily built using mud and bamboo, which is read-
ily available in all regions.71

70  Roger W. Caves, Encyclopedia of the City (Oxfordshire: Taylor & Francis, 2005), 
p750.
71  Md. Nawrose Fatemi and Nabanita Islam, “Sustainability and Eco-Adaptability 
in Vernacular Housing in Bangladesh,” January 2011, p34, https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_
Bangladesh.

Fig 79: Mud house, (Image by Author 
Unknown) 

Fig 80: Mud house 2, (Image by Author 
Unknown) 

Fig 81: Mud house elevation, (Image by 
Author Unknown) 

Fig 82: Mud house roof, (Image by Author 
Unknown) 
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Varieties of housing characteristics exist which can be seen in different regions 
depending on the topography of the area. There are three distinguishing features 
of the topographical regions of Bangladesh; plain land characterised as a flood-
plain, terraced land and hilly or high lands. These houses, however, transform into 
the most common design found in the region over time. Housing that is in the 
plain land, or floodplain, is raised off the ground above the flood level. Traditional 
houses in this region are on a plinth higher than ones on terrace land or the set-
tlement maybe on a mound.72 

72  Fatemi and Islam, “ Sustainability and Eco-Adaptability in Vernacular Housing in 
Bangladesh,” p35.

Fig 83: Settlement sketch, (Data 
by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita 

Islam,Sketch by Author) 

Fig 84: Settlement section, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author) 
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CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

The region’s weather is considered a tropical monsoon climate, which is 
generally warm and humid with heavy rainfall throughout the monsoon 
season. Considering the climatic factors with heavy rainfall and humidity 
of the plane lands, housing in this region is separated and in a clustered 
formation with large free spaces between each other. These houses are 
scattered to allow movement of air through the buildings and the spaces 
around them. Many daily activities of the residents take place outside.73 

73  Fatemi and Islam, “ Sustainability and Eco-Adaptability in Vernacular 
Housing in Bangladesh,” p36.

Fig 85: Rural settlement, (Data by 
Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch 

by Author)

Fig 86: Spaces around settlements, (Data by 
Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author)

Fig 87: Detached dwellings, (Data by Nawrose 
Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author)
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FORMS & SHAPES

The dominant shapes of these houses are orthogonal. Small verandas posi-
tioned in the front of the houses are used as space to greet guests, entertain 
and also acts as a second lounge. The verandas have canopies which are either 
constructed with thatched materials or corrugated steel, supported with wood 
or bamboo from the floor. Steep roofs are typical due to heavy rainfall. All the 
spaces that have a function are separate structures which are around a court-
yard. The rectangular forms of the houses run along the east-west direction, 
and the orientation is aligned north-south for natural ventilation. For climatic 
reasons, there is a series of shaded outdoor spaces and verandas.74

74  Fatemi and Islam, “ Sustainability and Eco-Adaptability in Vernacular Housing 
in Bangladesh,” p39.

Fig 88: Single story, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch 
by Author)

Fig 89: Double story, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita 
Islam,Sketch by Author)

Fig 90: Clear story, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita 
Islam,Sketch by Author)
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INTERNAL PLANNING

These traditional mud houses all have thick walls, all the rooms are enclosed, 
and they commonly have an enclosed courtyard either on the front or rear of the 
house. The rooms are generally quite spacious compared to housing in cities. 
There are outside cooking spaces usually in the courtyard and also inside which 
is rare.  Women cook using clay top open stoves commonly in these homes. The 
courtyard and veranda space are essential as this is generally where men and 
women congregate, and most daily activities take place in the courtyard.75

75  Fatiha Polin, “(PDF) THE CHANGING PATTERN OF MUD HOUSES IN THE 
BARIND REGION OF BANGLADESH,” ResearchGate, last modified July 7, 2018, https://
www.researchgate.net/publication/326250269_THE_CHANGING_PATTERN_OF_MUD_
HOUSES_IN_THE_BARIND_REGION_OF_BANGLADESH.

Fig 91: Typical floor plan 1, (Image by Author 
Unknown)

Fig 92: Typical floor plan 2, (Image by Author Unknown)
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CONSTRUCTION & MATERIALS

The materials used are all sourced locally. The traditional housing is built by the 
locals who are skilful using their techniques and have a vast knowledge of the 
materials uses. Bamboo is the primary material for the roof battens and cover-
ings; these coverings are thatched at times. The walls are either made of mud and 
in some cases bamboo. Their knowledge about building technology is passed 
down from generations, and construction is easy. They are comfortable in the cli-
mate and provides the essentials for a home. The use of local materials such as 
wood, bamboo, thatch and mud ensure the cost of the building is low. Corru-
gated steel would be used for roofs and canopies usually. These mud houses 
are environmentally friendly as almost all the primary materials except steel are 
biodegradable.76

76  “DESI (Dipshikha Electrical Skill Improvement) | University of Arts Linz | Archello,” 
Archello, accessed May 18, 2020, https://archello.com/project/desi-dipshikha-electri-
cal-skill-improvement.

Fig 93: Earth construction, (Image by Author Unknown) 

Fig 94: Community construction, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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The foundations of these houses are also made using mud, in the plain lands and 
bamboo, for elevated housing. Rivers which are close to the settlement are uti-
lised by the locals to collect mud. Another method of mud collection is from near-
by ponds, where it is dug out to extract the soil. The material of the supporting 
frame is wood. The wall is using bamboo and mud, which is tied and connected to 
the building frame. The windows and the doors are made of wood. Thatch would 
be the second layer of the windows, which are weaved with small penetrations to 
allow airflow inside the building. Local wood is used to make the truss frame that 
connects to the mainframe of the building.77 

Fig 95: Desi vocational school, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) 

Fig 96: Foyer in Desi school, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) 
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Fig 97: Factors & Issues, (Sketch by 
Author)

Fig 98: Mould due to 
moisture, Damp wall due 
to soaking of water, (Image 

by Author Unknown) 

Fig 99: Excessive 
shrinkage and cracking, 
(Image by Mohammad 

Shariful Islam) 

Fig 100: Hazardous 
smoke inhalation, (Image 

by Author Unknown) 
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ISSUES WITH RURAL HOUSING 

The climatic conditions of the regions affect the methods of construction and 
materials used in these tradition houses. In the plain lands, flooding is more prev-
alent and must be considered when designing with traditional materials. Factors 
such as heavy rainfall, monsoon and earthquakes all affect the materials.78 These 
conditions have consequences on the house and can be seen on the figures seen 
earlier. Indoor air pollution is an issue in these houses also as women have indoor 
clay stoves, which causes deaths due to smoke inhalation. Although the materials 
have many positive factors there are still major disadvantages due to the harsh 
climatic issues of the country.79 

To conclude, this section discusses rural settlements, as many garment workers 
are migrants from rural regions, understanding how they live is essential. They are 
investigated for forms, orientations, typologies, construction, materials and com-
mon issues to adopt design principles for the project, some design elements and 
construction will be considered for the design project although the materiality has 
limitations.

78  Mohammad Shariful Islam and Nusrat Hoque, “Earthen housing for better 
adaptation to climate change in Bangladesh,” February 2009, p270-276, https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/284347340_Earthen_housing_for_better_adaptation_to_cli-
mate_change_in_Bangladesh.
79  “Bangladesh: Healthier Homes Through Improved Cookstoves,” World Bank, 
last modified November 1, 2018, https://www.worldbank.org/en/results/2018/11/01/ban-
gladesh-healthier-homes-through-improved-cookstoves.
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2.9 GATED COMMUNITIES

Investigating housing in rural Bangladesh was essential to understanding how mi-
grants live, and further understanding of the standard housing response in the 
cities should be researched. Security is not a priority in rural regions as the general 
number of residents are low. However, housing settlements in the densely popu-
lated cities have issues with crime and traffic.80 Gated communities, also referred 
to as colonies or societies, are very common in Bangladesh. These communities 
are more appealing to middle-high income families as they seem safer for resi-
dents.81

Gated communities are commercial, residential communities or estate housing; 
with an enclosed perimeter with walls or fences and entrances that are usually se-
cured with guards. These are found all around the world. Their appeal to residents 
is usually due to a sense of safety and status. These communities consist of small 
residential streets and offer many shared amenities. Generally, smaller commu-
nities include parks or shared spaces. Larger communities usually offer facilities 
where residents could stay within the development for most daily activities.82 In 
Bangladesh, they are formed by a series of high-rise apartments which are all on 
individual plots, and the entire neighbourhood is walled off.83 

80 "The Bangladeshi Traffic Jam That Never Ends," The New York Times - Break-
ing News, World News & Multimedia, last modified September 23, 2016, https://www.
nytimes.com/2016/09/23/t-magazine/travel/dhaka-bangladesh-traffic.html.
81 "First Ever Mega Gated Community in Bangladesh," Dhaka Tribune, last mod-
ified February 28, 2016, https://www.dhakatribune.com/uncategorized/2016/02/28/
first-ever-mega-gated-community-in-bangladesh.
82  Caves, Encyclopedia of the City, p284.
83  “Gated Community,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified Septem-
ber 12, 2003, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gated_community#cite_note-1.

Fig 101: Cityscape of Dhaka, (Image By Author Unknown) 
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These communities offer a false promise; they advertise the safety of their estates, 
which is not always accurate. Gated communities are, in fact, in some places tar-
geted by criminals. Although the residents of these gated communities feel safer 
in these estates, the level of crime has not changed compared to other housing 
developments that are not gated. These communities are not a definite solution 
for crime; instead, their gates and guard posts are just deterrents, which does not 
justify their costs.84

 
Gated communities have received much criticism; as they create adverse social 
effects on the neighbouring settlements outside their perimeter.85 Studies con-
ducted on these types of communities show that they promote oppositional be-
haviour among neighbouring residents. High concrete walls and fences visibly 
intensify the sense of exclusiveness and cause resentment and hostility between 
the classes and create tension in and around the community.86 This effect alto-
gether causes a decrease of public spirit, lack of connection and increases isola-
tion, which leads to weaker relationships and increases prejudices between the 
gated community and residents outside the walls.87

84  “An Exploration of Sense of Community and Fear of Crime in Gated Commu-
nities,” Academia.edu - Share Research, accessed May 19, 2020, https://www.academia.
edu/8366563/An_Exploration_of_Sense_of_Community_and_Fear_of_Crime_in_Gat-
ed_Communities.
85  “Gated Communities: 3 Causes, 3 Consequences, 3 Solutions — Vish Ravin-
dran,” Vish Ravindran, last modified July 2, 2016, https://theurbanengine.com/blog//gat-
ed-communities-3-causes-3-consequences-3-solutions.
86  Steve Pile, Christopher Brook, and Gerry Mooney, Unruly Cities (The Open 
University, 1999), http://cachescan.bcub.ro/27-03-2017P/559581.pdf.
87  Robert E. Lang and Karen A. Danielsen, “Gated Communities in America: Wall-
ing Out the World?,” National House Buyers Association, accessed May 19, 2020, https://
www.hba.org.my/news/2004/904/hpd_0804_lang.pdf.

Fig 102: Extremes of wealth and poverty in Bangladesh, (Image by Laura Elizabeth 
Pohl) 
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In general, privatised areas, gates and fences are harmful to social urbanists. They 
limit the flow of pedestrian traffic. They break and divide the built environment 
while also decreasing community health and neighbourly support networks. The 
popularity of these communities is decreasing; however, they are quite prominent 
in developing counties such as Bangladesh, India and around South Asia. In these 
countries living in these gated communities is not perceived mainly as a status 
symbol but a better living space for their families. This is because vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic is a major issue outside the communities. Congested streets, 
heat, noise, dust pollution and pedestrian safety are daily issues, and from this, 
there is a form of safety.88

88  “ Gated Communities: 3 Causes, 3 Consequences, 3 Solutions — Vish Ravin-
dran,”

Fig 103: Public park in gated community, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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Along with their added amenities, parks, and shared spaces that are not available 
in other areas is the additional appeal. Although there is a sense of safety, the 
sense of community is not necessarily achieved in these gated communities; how-
ever, they do provide remedies to the harsh conditions endured daily outside the 
confined walls which is why residents want to live in them.89 
 
The overall adverse social effects around the gated community should be con-
sidered. Their appealing factor is to reduce vehicular and pedestrian traffic which 
positively impacts the housing community, although it negatively impacts the 
community outside. Reducing vehicular and pedestrian traffic could be achieved 
without high walls or fences which disconnect them from the community outside. 
Investigating the fundamental needs of the residents should also be considered 
for these communities, in developing cities specifically for people from low-in-
come communities, availability to water, electricity, sanitation and waste disposal is 
essential. Public and common spaces should be accessible to the general public 
as long as safety and capacity are not compromised. These shared amenities di-
versity and accessibility of them should be improved to create better community 
bonds.90

89  “ Gated Communities: 3 Causes, 3 Consequences, 3 Solutions — Vish Ravin-
dran,”
90  “ Gated Communities: 3 Causes, 3 Consequences, 3 Solutions — Vish Ravin-
dran,”

Fig 104: Congested public streets, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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2.10 CONTEXT CONCLUSION

To conclude, this chapter discusses the relevance of garments in Bangladesh. Tex-
tile and trade have a long linage in history and is important to the country today as 
it was in the past. The industry had many issues but developed and helped many 
low-income communities. Although workers endure many issues, the primary 
problems were identified to be housing and childcare as they posed the biggest 
challenge to improve their lives. The programme of the design project is based 
on these main issues. Spreading awareness about the conditions workers experi-
ence is important as the industry in Bangladesh improved due to public demand 
for worker safety. The current social issues could be solved if consumers are aware 
of them. To understand how they live the project investigated rural settlements 
as workers are migrants and are familiar to them. Investigating housing in rural 
areas required the project also to consider housing in cities. Gated communities 
are prevalent in Bangladesh, and so understanding their benefits and negative 
impacts are investigated, a conclusion was made that their appeal in Bangladesh 
is due to the quality public spaces. They are better as there is less congestion 
compared to outside the walls, due to restricted vehicle and foot traffic, thus the 
design project will try to achieve this without the adverse social effects.
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During the Industrial Revolution, a growing number of people moved to urban 
centers for employment opportunities. Some industrialists, merchants and ship 
owners dominated during this period and became very wealthy while the working 
class had to live in overcrowded environments with minimum comfort. Children 
were exploited and sent to factories; women had experienced substantial chang-
es in their lifestyle as they were working in textile industries and domestic services 
as opposed to agricultural work and spending less time in the family home. Living 
in these overcrowded urban centers resulted in poor health conditions of work-
ers.91 However, this changed over time, and more industries were starting to up-
hold a higher work standard and worker wellbeing.

The Cadbury factory, established by George Cadbury and his brother in 1893, was 
a great example of how industries should treat their employees.92 George Cad-
bury at his own expense had purchased a large plot of land where he envisioned 
a model village, Bournville, for his employees which would improve the issues of 
new, more cramped living conditions during that time in the cities. 

91  Amanda Kolson Hurley, “The Evolution of England’s First Planned Community,” 
CityLab, last modified January 12, 2012, https://www.citylab.com/design/2012/01/evolu-
tion-englands-first-planned-community/929/.
92  Amanda Kolson Hurley, “ The Evolution of England’s First Planned Community.”

3.1 SIMILARITIES WITH THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Fig 105: Child miners (Image by History Crunch Writers) 

Fig 106: Poor families in slums, (Image by Jacob Riis) 
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The program proved to benefit not only the workers but also the company, which is 
evident today as the Cadbury corporation is well renowned. Not only did George 
Cadbury provide an excellent factory for his workers but also houses, parks, recre-
ational areas, medical services and educational facilities.93 These actions contribut-
ed to his success as the workers broader social issues were met. This form of social 
capitalism is what this research project seeks to replicate and create a precedent 
for what factory owners can achieve for their employees and their companies. The 
industry in Bangladesh seems to be improving the factories and infrastructure 
firstly, but this research project aims to prioritise the workers.

This section discusses the similarities in the issues faced by factory workers during 
the industrial revolution; Europe had gone through these issues during the 1800s. 
The similarity in social issues is essential to understand as Bangladesh is going 
through its own industrial revolution. Progressive companies such as George Cad-
bury’s had sought to resolve many of the issues faced by their employers, address-
ing it and providing the solution inevitably improved their lives and the longevity 
and success of the industry. This approach prioritised workers which this research  
project aims to follow.

93  “Bournville,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified May 6, 2004, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bournville#cite_note-4.

Fig 107: Textile production, (Image by Author Unknown) 

Fig 108: Bournville Village cottages, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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AN APPROACH TO ECONOMIC MOBILITY

Through fieldwork and research, it is evident that efforts are made to 
improve the textile and garments industry as standards are improving 
mainly for bigger factories. The industry seems to be improving, but 
it is moving painfully slow at the cost of employee’s lively hood. New 
initiatives to rebrand the garment industries resulted in creating new 
green environmentally friendly factories upholding high work condi-
tions, safety and providing health and educational facilities, although 
the majority of workers are living in slum conditions. Their quality of life 
does not improve outside of the workplace.

There is a significant lack of affordable or subsidised housing, afford-
able transportation and childcare. These social issues not only hinder 
the life of the workers they also keep them in a cycle of poverty with 
no opportunity to increase their economic mobility or chance for their 
children to get a proper education which keeps the next generation in 
this cycle.94 The industry should acknowledge this and understand that 
many workers are also migrants, and their cost of living in these cities 
are high, and workers require housing and other facilities.

94 Poverty Cycle, "What is the Poverty Cycle?," Poverty Cycle - Home, 
accessed June 8, 2020, https://povertycycle.weebly.com/what-is-the-poverty-
cycle.html?fbclid=IwAR0Ka9fL_kAHLSQGuZ7uYSctTv3SzUeELQ4RlbTXEV-
Vpo3cRtYA3sKoTyYI.

3.2 PURSUIT OF A BETTER LIFE

Fig 109: Poverty cycle, (Data by Poverty Cycle, Diagram by Author)
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Fig 110: Escaping poverty, (Data by Dr. Nazrul Islam, Diagram by Author)

Social enterprises such as Habitat for humanity, Unicef, Worldbank 
and studies undertaken in developing countries state that it is vital to 
provide access to a range of facilities such as housing95, medical and 
educational96 to help people from impoverished backgrounds get out 
of the cycle of poverty.97 It is imperative to have access to all, and one 
cannot be compromised.98 To improve the quality of life for garment 
workers, we must understand what social issues they face.99

Socio-Economic Factors of Readymade Garment Workers in Bangla-
desh is a study carried out by Dr Nazrul Islam, a professor at the Uttara 
University in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The study aimed to identify the issues 
that must be addressed to improve the quality of life for garment work-
ers. He stated 

“ housing, water and sanitation facilities, medical facilities and first aid 
treatment, wage and productivity, social status, an adaptation of cul-
tural values and norms, attachment with labour unions, ownership ar-
rangement and leave with pay and overtime.”100 Needs to be provided 
to improve workers livelihood. This study was done in 2012; the gar-
ment industry has changed considerably since then.

95  “Housing Poverty in Bangladesh: Facing Slums & Disasters,” Habitat 
for Humanity GB, last modified October 26, 2017, https://www.habitatforhu-
manity.org.uk/country/bangladesh/.
96  “THE READY-MADE GARMENT SECTOR AND CHILDREN IN BAN-
GLADESH,”
97  “Disaster Mitigation,” Habitat for Humanity Bangladesh, accessed 
May 17, 2020, https://www.habitatbangladesh.org/our-work/urban-develop-
ment.html.
98  “Bangladesh,” Habitat for Humanity, accessed May 17, 2020, https://
www.habitat.org/where-we-build/bangladesh.
99  “Bangladesh, Dhaka: Improving Living Conditions for the Ur-
ban Poor,” Documents & Reports - All Documents | The World Bank, last 
modified April 16, 2007, https://documents.worldbank.org/curated/
en/587231468007834055/pdf/358240BD.pdf.
100  Islam, “Socio-Economic Factors of Readymade Garments Workers 
in Bangladesh,” p317.
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Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a psychological health theory which outlines a set 
of requirements for all human needs which is required for individuals to reach a 
complete state of self-actualisation and development.101 Self-actualisation is the 
achievement of an individual’s talents and abilities, which considered as a drive or 
need that is present in all human beings. Abraham Harold Maslow was an Amer-
ican psychologist and professor who was in many institutions such as Columbia 
University, Cornell University and Brooklyn College. He was best known for creat-
ing this theory and always stressed the importance of focusing on positive quali-
ties of people.102

The hierarchy of needs is structured in a pyramid. The bottom shows basic needs 
that must be met for an individual to be able to advance to the secondary needs 
and go higher. There is an understanding that an individual who struggles to 
make ends meet and barely survives does not think as much about self-actualisa-
tion or to achieve it as opposed to an individual whose survival is relatively secure. 
After the fulfilments of basic needs are secured, such as survival and comfort, the 
hierarchy shows the general progression into spiritual, creative and or intellectual. 
Levels of the hierarchy of needs are shown in the diagram and starts from the 
bottom as the foundation.103

To conclude, this section discusses what lacks in the life of an individual to cause 
them to enter the cycle of poverty. Through investigating social enterprises and 
studies conducted in Bangladesh, figure 110 demonstrates  what is needed to 
escape the circle of poverty. Through understanding what these issues are, an ar-
chitectural intervention can start to resolve this problem. Maslow’s theory of needs 
was discussed as this project must consider his principles to dictate a fulfilled life-
style. The project can only provide the basics, so the first two steps of the pyramid 
can be achieved through architectural intervention, but an approach from the 
factories can improve the workers lives further if they are more socially conscious.

101  “Dr. Abraham Maslow, Founder Of Humanistic Psychology, Dies,” The New York 
Times - Breaking News, World News & Multimedia, last modified June 10, 1970, https://
www.nytimes.com/1970/06/10/archives/dr-abraham-maslow-founder-of-humanistic-psy-
chology-dies.html.
102  Edward Hoffman, The Right to be Human: A Biography of Abraham Maslow 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Companies, 1988), p109.
103  Margaret Rouse, “What is Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs? - Definition from Wha-
tIs.com,” WhatIs.com, last modified April 24, 2019, https://whatis.techtarget.com/defini-
tion/Maslows-hierarchy-of-needs.

MASLOWS HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
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AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD

Self-Actualization Needs: 
Realizing personal potential, self-fulfilment and seeking personal growth and 
peak experiences.

Physiological Needs: 
Biological requirements for human survival - air, food, water, shelter, clothing, 
warmth, sex and sleep.

Safety Needs: 
Protection from elements, security, order, law and stability.

Love & Belongingness Needs: 
First of social needs, involving the desire for interpersonal relationships and 
being part of a group - friendship, intimacy, trust, acceptance, receiving and 
giving affection and love.

Esteem Needs: 
Classified as two categories:
1.Self-esteem, stemming from dignity, achievement, mastery and independ-
ence.
2.The desire for reputation or respect from others, including status and pres-
tige.

Fig 111: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, (Data by Saul McLeod, Diagram by Author)
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3.3 A PATTERN LANGUAGE

Fig 112: Courtyard pattern, (Image by Christopher Alexander)

Christopher Alexander who published, A Pattern Language, refers to the Travelers 
Inn’s, where he states 

“A man who stays the night in a strange place is still a member of the human com-
munity, and still needs company. There is no reason he should creep into a hole, 
and watch TV alone, the way he does in a roadside motel.”104 

He explains that the Inn was a place with a pleasant atmosphere where strangers 
met for a night to eat, drink and congregate, which encourages interaction and 
yields social benefits. However, in the modern motel, this quality is lost as the 
owner assumes strangers are afraid of one another; thus, motels are now self- 
contained and self-sufficient. Alexander discusses the use of courtyards in these 
buildings.105

 
“There is a courtyard where people meet, and a place to one side of the courtyard 
where they eat, and also on this side there is the person who looks after the Inn, 
and on the other three sides of the courtyard are the rooms in front of the room is 
an arcade, maybe one step up from the courtyard, and about ten feet deep, with 
another step leading into the rooms. 
 
Make the traveller’s Inn a place where travellers can take rooms for the night, but 
where- unlike most hotels and motels-the Inn draws all its energy from the com-
munity of travellers that are there any given evening. The scale is small-30 or 40 
guest to an inn; meals are offered communally; there is even a large space ringed 
round with beds in alcoves.”106

 

104  Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, 
Construction, p449.
105  Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, 
Construction, p449.
106  Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, 
Construction, p449-450.

The traveller’s inns, Alexander, refers to is the Indian Pilgrims Inns and the old Per-
sian Caravanserais, these buildings were roadside inns where travellers could rest 
and recover from long journeys.107 They are predominantly located in Asia, North 
Africa and South-East Europe specifically in trade routes such as the silk road. 
These buildings typologies consisted of courtyard designs, and these buildings 
can also be found in Bangladesh. Many travellers came to the Bay of Bengal as it 
was the oldest port in the East.108

The courtyard construction has a presence since man started to build houses. 
They are enclosed outdoor spaces but are generally open to the elements at their 
top. Courtyards are a common feature that has been applied to houses for thou-
sands of years and are mainly gathering places for the occupants of the home 
with multiple purposes. Courtyard houses offer passive strategies for maintaining 
thermal comfort and improving energy efficiency, so they are practical, sustainable 
buildings.109

 

107  “1911 Encyclopædia Britannica/Caravanserai,” Wikisource, the Free Library, last 
modified November 9, 2015, https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclopædia_Britanni-
ca/Caravanserai.
108  “The History of Herodotus,” accessed May 19, 2020, https://classics.mit.edu/
Herodotus/history.mb.txt.
109  “Courtyard,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified September 11, 
2002, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Courtyard.
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Although the building Alexander describes serves a different function than the 
worker housing proposed, it still holds qualities that are beneficial to improving 
social interactions with people. 

Majority of the factories have labour unions which are mainly females110, that struc-
ture of the union could be used similarly to how the worker housing is managed. 
This will ensure that there is someone between the employee and the business 
that provides the housing and gives them more security and freedom. This idea 
encourages social interactions creating communities and empowering the wom-
en’s workforce.

The housing scheme within the research project must encourage social interac-
tion and build strong community relationships. This is important as most of the 
workers will be strangers and from rural areas, who must integrate into life in a 
more urban developed city. The worker housing scheme must also cater to the 
different women who live there; some may be single others married with families, 
this should be considered to create a space that is safe and comfortable for every-
one who lives there.

To conclude, this section discusses ideas from Pattern Language about the old 
traveller’s inns and how these places were terrific spaces designed in a manner 
that encouraged social interactions and engagement. As the design project seeks 
to create architecture that is inclusive and creates a sense of community the ideas 
discussed in the chapter will be considered when designing the courtyard spaces 
within the housing project and also looking at the diagrams and patterns from 
the literature to orientate courtyards within the housing typology, however some 
of the functions that are discussed in the text such as communal eating, sleeping 
and drinking will not be appropriate in this research projects context as the cultur-
al values of this region does not permit for these activities.

110 "Get Bangladesh Women in Unions to Improve Worker Rights: Campaign-
er," U.S, last modified September 9, 2016, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bangla-
desh-women/get-bangladesh-women-in-unions-to-improve-worker-rights-campaigner-
idUSKCN11F2CR.

Fig 113: Great caravanserai in Bangladesh, (Image by Sir Charles D'Oyly, 7th Baronet) 

Fig 114: Choto Katra caravanserai in Bangladesh, (Image by Sir Charles D'Oyly, 7th 
Baronet) 
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In the past decades, architecture was heading through the emergence of mod-
ernism which attempted to create a style that was a form of global architecture; 
this style minimised the cultural and regional values of its built environment. Ar-
chitects recognised this issue and feared that this would lead to eradicating tradi-
tion and cultural influence, and thus they responded by creating works now rec-
ognised as Critical Regionalism. This movements notable projects were symbols 
showcasing their resistance towards the International Style. Critical Regionalism 
was a crucial response to modernism as it conveys the importance of local influ-
ence to integrate the design of traditional vernacular elements that speak the lo-
cal character of the region and to integrate the design in its broader environment. 
The International Style produced buildings which were exceptional in design and 
functionality; however, they lacked a sense of identity from the user’s perspective 
as they had no reference to their local environment.
 
Critical Regionalism aims to balance and reduce the gap between traditional, 
vernacular and contemporary while still producing technologically advanced and 
modern architecture. This is achieved by understanding the past and identity of 
the region. Architects should identify the elements which are culturally and climat-
ically important and integrate them into their contemporary designs. This results 
in architecture, which has a stronger identity and speaks the local characteristics 
of its place. The materials used are also locally sourced and applied in a more 
contemporary fashion.
 
The research project will investigate the ideas and theories behind Critical Region-
alism. The origin of this Architectural style is in modern tradition, yet still works with 
the cultural and geographical context. Architectural theorists, Alexander Tzonis 
and Liane Lefaivre, published, Critical Regionalism: Architecture and Identity in 
a Globalised World. In this the two theorist’s states; “[...] a commitment to “pla-
ceness” and use of Regional design elements as a means of confronting a uni-
versalist order of architecture that is seen as dominating or oppressive. But it also 
contains a new idea, one which is essential to Critical Regionalism that of “place” 
whose definition goes beyond ethnicity, not to say against the grain of nationalist 
insularity.111 
 
Lewis Mumford, an American historian who published, The South in Architecture, 
which briefly discusses Regionalism which he says

 “...is not a matter of using the most available local material, or of copying some 
simple form of construction that our ancestors used, for want of anything better, a 
111  Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre, “Why Critical Regionalism Today”, in: Kate 
Nesbitt (ed.), Theorizing a new agenda for architecture: an anthology of architectural theo-
ry. 1965 – 1995, (New York: Princeton Architecture Press, 1996), p486.

3.4 CRITICAL REGIONALISM

Fig 115: National assembly building in Bangladesh by Louis I. Kahn, (Image by Author 
Unknown)

Fig 116: Osiedle Sheik Sarai Housing in India by Raj Rewal, (Image by World museum 
of Fine Arts) 
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century or two ago. Regional forms are those which most closely meet the actual 
conditions of life and which most fully succeed in making a people feel at home 
in their environment: they do not merely utilise the soil, but they reflect the current 
conditions of culture in the region.”112 

He also states that the style is not trying to replicate the construction methods of 
the past, or source materials to reflect its surrounding context, only if they are the 
best suited for the ‘current conditions of culture’ than those materials or methods 
will be used.113 
 
Kenneth Brian Frampton is a British architect, critic and historian, regarded as one 
of the world’s leading architectural historians of modern architecture. In 1980 he 
published, Modern Architecture: A Critical History where he discusses his theo-
ries of Critical Regionalism. Frampton states, what he believes is an essential prin-
ciple of Regionalism which is “[...] a commitment to place rather than space, or, in 
Heideggerian terminology, to the nearness of raum, rather than the distance of 
spatium.”114 A common Regionalist approach can be to gain inspiration from the 
site and context to create forms while designing. 

According to Frampton’s proposal, Critical Regionalism should adopt modern 
architecture, critically, for its universal progressive qualities but at the same time 
value should be placed on the geographical context of the building. Emphasis, 
Frampton says, should be on “topography, climate, light; on tectonic form rather 
than on scenography.”115

Kenneth Frampton states that critical Regionalism is not an architectural 
style but a critical category which works towards certain standard features. 
These features are summarised in seven points.

“Critical Regionalism has to be understood as a marginal practice, one which, 
while it is critical of modernisation, nonetheless still refuses to abandon the eman-
cipatory and progressive aspects of the modern architectural legacy.”116 
 
To approach Critical Regionalism in contemporary architecture, designers should 
consider integrating elements of cultural and traditional importance to the de-
sign. This shows the resistance from the general ideas of the International Style 

112  Lewis Mumford, The South in Architecture (New York: Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, 1941), p30.
113  Mumford, The South in Architecture, p30.
114  Nesbitt, Theorizing a new agenda for architecture: an anthology of architectur-
al theory, p481.
115  Hal Foster, The Anti-aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture (1983), p27.
116  Kenneth Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 1992), p327.

Fig 117: Bagsværd kirke in Denmark by Jorn Utzon, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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that was applied to projects during the emergence of modernism, where the 
buildings had no sense of identity and place of its local environment.

“Critical Regionalism manifests itself as a consciously bounded architecture, one 
which rather than emphasising the building as a free-standing object places the 
stress on the territory to be established by the structure erected on the site. This 
‘place-form’ means that the architect must recognise the physical boundary of his 
work as a kind of temporal limit – the point at which the present act of building 
stops.”117

 
Buildings should fit in their environment, not as random objects or forms, but the 
structures should work with the broader context and define their presence where 
they are built.

“Critical Regionalism favors the realisation of architecture as a tectonic fact rather 
than the reduction of the build environment to a series of ill-assorted scenograph-
ic episodes.”118 
 
Critical Regionalism focusses on the tectonics and construction of the building, 
and its conversion into a series of scenographic scenes. The structure is an essen-
tial component of the spatial experience, which plays a crucial role in determining 
spatial aesthetics.

“It may be claimed that Critical Regionalism is regional to the degree that it invari-
ably stresses certain site-specific factors, ranging from the topography, considered 
as a three-dimensional matrix into which the structure is fitted, to the varying play 
of local light across the structure.”119

 
Successfully integrating the building in its environment also varies on how suc-
cessful it will adapt to the local climate and the use of several natural resources 
so that nature and building are merging. Frampton states that the use of natural 
lighting should not only be considered to allow for lighting the interior spaces 
but also to highlight the function and form. Lighting plays a significant role in the 
experience and spatial qualities of the building.120

“Critical Regionalism emphasises the tactile as much as the visual. It is aware that 
the environment can be experienced in terms other than sight alone.”121 
 
The building’s design should also have connections to natural elements that are in 

117  Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.
118  Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.
119  Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.
120 Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.
121  Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.

Fig 118: Saynatsalo Town Hall by Alvar Aalto, (Image by Author Unknown)

Fig 119: Muzharul Islam, National Library, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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the immediate surrounding of the building; this enhances the spatial experience, 
which enables the human senses. Natural elements such as light, materiality, mois-
ture, smells and more enhances the spatial experience, which then activates these 
senses. This aims to give the user an experience which is unique by engaging the 
building with natural elements. Doing so enables them to be attracted to such 
quality of local knowledge and experiences. This allows them to remember imag-
es from their memory that are related to sensual experiences of natural elements. 
Ultimately this positively impacts the users wherein present time people mostly 
take information via digital media excluding any human interaction.

“While opposed to the sentimental simulation of local vernacular. Critical Region-
alism will, on occasion, insert reinterpreted vernacular elements as disjunctive ep-
isodes within the whole. It will moreover occasionally derive such elements from 
foreign sources.”122

 
Critical Regionalism uses traditional aspects without limiting itself and defining its 
restrictions while harmoniously using elements of contemporary architecture. Just 
copying elements from past designs would not have any meaning as it would just 
be repetitive without relevance. Critical Regionalism seeks to understand the ar-
chitectural, cultural, traditional and progression of its context. This includes vernac-
ular architecture, and its development towards a successful merge of traditional 
and contemporary elements of architectural form, space and materiality.
“Critical Regionalism tends to flourish in those cultural interstices which in one 
way or another are able to escape the optimising thrust of universal civilisation.”123

 
Critical Regionalism flourishes in an environment which is predominantly around 
the International Style, where it is trying to resist the dominant order — integrating 
the building in an environment that is characterised by architecture which seeks to 
be multinational and global.

This section discusses the theories of Critical Regionalism. This project seeks to 
create an architectural design that is authentic and conveys the vernacular of the 
region but still produce contemporary designs. The theories of Critical Regional-
ism discussed in this section will be applied to the proposed design to achieve 
architecture that is relevant in the context. The images in this section are good 
examples of buildings that follow ideas of critical regionalism, their designs are 
based on the materiality, constrution and veranacular of the region they are loact-
ed creating contemporary designs that speak of the place they encompass.

122  Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.
123  Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, 327.

Fig 120: Muzharul Islam, National Library entry, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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This chapter investigates case studies of housing and mixed-use community proj-
ects that were designed for no to low-income communities, as this research proj-
ect is also for the same demographic of people. The case studies were selected 
based on their location as it is similar to Bangladesh and also for their low-cost use 
of construction and materiality. This project aims to design a community housing 
environment, and these case studies are also similar in that nature.

Villa Verde / Quinta Monroy – Constitucion, Chile 2010 / Iquique, Chile 2003
Designed by Chilean architect Alejandro Aravena. Aravena evolved the idea of 
incrementality when commissioned to design these projects. Two-storey half 
houses populated the entire site, half of the houses are identical, and the other 
halves are individually unique. The ground floor of the finished half is made up 
of unfinished concrete floors, and the upper floors, are covered with unfinished 
plywood. There is only one sink in the kitchen, with no other appliances. The house 
is however cheap, practical and well insulated. Tasks too difficult for the families to 
carry out themselves are already constructed. The concrete foundations, plumb-
ing and electricity, are done for the residents. The families have to provide labour 
and time, along with any required materials for their needs.124 There are also op-
portunities to gain skills in the building by joining workshops, and all the buildings 
provide a manual which demonstrates methods of expanding using standard in-
expensive building materials. These houses allow the residents to own homes that 
are better than what would have been provided by the state or if they attempted 
to build on their own.125 Quinta Monroy is another project that follows the same 
design principles.126

Incremental housing seemed to work in South America. The design research proj-
ect wanted to investigate if similar methods could work in Bangladesh. A conclu-
sion was made based on the nature of ownership of the houses. The section re-
garding ownership discusses the benefits of why keeping the housing for rent will 
benefit all the workers in the long run, so houses would strictly be rented out. Thus, 
workers will not build on incrementally for a property they do not own. Also, incre-
mental building projects based in India did not work; these projects, however, still 
carried valuable design elements that are useful, so they were still investigated.

124  Ariana Zilliacus, “Half A House Builds A Whole Community: Elemental’s Contro-
versial Social Housing,” ArchDaily, last modified October 24, 2016, https://www.archdaily.
com/797779/half-a-house-builds-a-whole-community-elementals-controversial-so-
cial-housing.
125  “Villa Verde Housing / ELEMENTAL,” ArchDaily, last modified November 13, 
2013, https://www.archdaily.com/447381/villa-verde-housing-elemental.
126  “Quinta Monroy / ELEMENTAL,” ArchDaily, last modified December 31, 2008, 
https://www.archdaily.com/10775/quinta-monroy-elemental.

4.1 CASE STUDIES: BUILDING TO MATERIAL USE

Fig 121: Villa Verde, (Image by Suyin Chia) 

Fig 122: Quinta Monroy, (Image by Cristobal Palma and Estudio Palma)
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Lack of parking resulted in 
courtyards being turned 
into car parks which dom-
inates the front entrances

Shared walls between units 
could result in noise travel-
ling through to adjacent 
rooms also during con-

struction of extensions

Extensions of the units are 
unregulated, lack of in-
spections may cause struc-

tural failures

Extensions may not be 
built 

Extensions have been fu-
ture-proofed and ensure 
that all units will get venti-

lation and sunlight

Residents are free to be 
creative on how they build 

their extensions

Rows and terraced style 
scheme efficiently max-
imise the use of land and 
puts residents in a smaller 

building footprint

Residents can extend 
spaces to create more 
room when they want to 
for growing families or ex-

tra space

Fig 122: Quinta Monroy, (Image by Cristobal Palma and Estudio Palma)
Fig 123: Investigation of Villa Verde and Quinta Monroy, (Image by Author)
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Belapur Housing - Navi Mumbai, India 1983-1986
Designed by prominent Indian architect Charles Correa. This project was a pro-
posal for mass affordable housing. This high-density housing project, consisting 
of 500 people per hectare achieved with a low-rise courtyard typology, they in-
clude open to sky spaces and services, like schools, that the community requires, 
built with simple materials at a human scale.127 The clustered units with seven to 
twelve pairs of houses are arranged around communal courtyards. The buildings 
do not share any inter tenancy walls; this allows each family to extend and adapt 
their own house independently.128 The design provides each unit with a separate 
plot which allows for expansion. The footprint of each plan varies in size ( 45m2 
to 70m2) maintaining equity (fairness) in the community which caters to lower to 
middle-income families.129 The design considers the idea that the community and 
residents are eventually going to modify it in many ways, which would ultimately 
make it their own; thus, homes are freestanding, so residents can add onto them 
as their families grow.130

Use of central shared courtyards and shared circulation spaces provide intimate 
spaces for interaction and allows for recreational activities for children; this ele-
ment from the design will be adopted into this research project. Like Belapur, a 
cluster formation will be established and then replicated over the site to use the 
space efficiently. The units do not have to be freestanding as the buildings will not 
be expanded and built incrementally. 

127  “CHARLES CORREA’S INCREMENTAL HOUSING- ARTIST VILLAGE, BELAPUR,” 
Share and Discover Knowledge on LinkedIn SlideShare, last modified 31, 2016, https://
www.slideshare.net/snehacoutinho/charles-correas-incremental-mass-housing-project-art-
ist-village-belapur.
128  Jose Beirao, “A Bottom-Up Social Housing System Described with Shape 
Grammars: The Case of Belapur Low-income Housing Development,” Academia.edu 
- Share Research, accessed May 17, 2020, https://www.academia.edu/12820646/A_Bot-
tom-Up_Social_Housing_System_Described_with_Shape_Grammars_The_case_of_Be-
lapur_low-income_housing_development.
129  Charles Correa and Kenneth Frampton, The Work of Charles Correa (1996), 
p152-157.
130  Kazi K. Ashraf and James Belluardo, An Architecture of Independence: The 
Making of Modern South Asia : Charles Correa, Balkrishna Doshi, Muzharul Islam, 
Achyut Kanvinde (Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), p38.

Fig 124: Belapur courtyard, (Image by R.I.B.A.) 

Fig 125: Belapur Courtyard 2, (Image by Charles Correa) 
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Residents destroyed and 
rebuilt most of the origi-
nal buildings. Outdoor re-
strooms were impractical 

and relocated

Houses converted to 
shops due to lack of amen-

ities nearby

Central courtyards not 
maintained as they are not 
public or owned by resi-

dents

Allowing for incremental 
building and ownership re-
sulted in clashing designs 

and gentrification

Courtyards as circulation 
to connect clusters create 

community interaction 

Buildings orientated to-
wards courtyards and cir-
culation adds passive se-

curity

Non-party walls allow res-
idents to extend homes 

and modify 

Each plot has private 
courtyards used for out-

door activities

Fig 126: Investigation of Belapur, (Image by Author)
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Aranya Community Housing - Indore, India 1983-1986
Designed by Indian architect, Balkrishna Doshi. This project proposed housing for 
40,000 low-income residents. Aranya recognises the need to provide basic utili-
tarian amenities to the most vulnerable, while also creating meaningful spaces.131 
All building plots have necessary services; each consists of a sanitary core which 
contains basic plumbing, kitchen sink and a single room. Doshi designed a variety 
of prototypes and built them to demonstrate the different ways that each plot 
could be developed incrementally. Therefore, the residents would build their own 
homes according to their needs and means.132

Aranya housing provided the basic essentials needed for residents, and the de-
sign tried to maximise the use of shared and cross walls and join sanitary cores 
in proximity to reduce the construction and service costs. The architect also de-
signed multiple variations of buildings which reduced the repetitive nature of the 
community housing scheme. These factors will be taken for the research project.

131  William J. Curtis, Balkrishna Doshi: An Architecture for India (Ahmedabad: 
Mapin, 2014), p84-89.
132  Ashraf and Belluardo, An Architecture of Independence: The Making of Mod-
ern South Asia, p52.

Fig 127: Aranya Housing, (Image by Author Unknown) 

Fig 128: Aranya main street, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Houses have no open 
spaces or courtyards for 

children

Stairways located outside 
the units are impractical

Basic necessities all pro-
vided 

Sanitary cores are con-
nected to reduce excess 

plumbing costs

Entrance to housing units 
are directly from the public 

street with no setbacks
Minimum privacy as the 
units do not have a lobby 
and entry directly off public 

space

Terraced style allows for 
smaller building footprint 
and shared walls to keep 

build cost low

Central street for commer-
cial business connected to 

housing settlements

Fig 129: Investigation of Aranya, (Image by Author)
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CIDCO Low-Cost Housing - Navi Mumbai, India 1988
Designed by Indian architect Raj Rewal. During 1951 – 1961 the increasing popu-
lation of Mumbai quickly outgrew the capacity for its infrastructural development, 
if this issue was not addressed there would be a major housing crisis. CIDCO 
housing project was designed and provided extremely low-cost accommodation 
for the lowest income groups. Rewal was given minimum resources, but he still 
wanted to uplift the living conditions of the occupants and strived to provide a 
solution that is not only basic but be equivalent to other housing schemes with 
its thoughtful articulation of spaces. To research into the occupants, Rewal visited 
local tenements, similar in scope, including chawls and slums to understand typ-
ical necessities for the design from the user’s perspective, he recognised that re-
pairs and maintenance would be neglected also many residents were not vehicle 
owners and that open drainage would need to be concealed. In response, Rewal 
adopted a pedestrian vocabulary and created a housing of assorted clusters and 
enclosed spaces that rise and merge in the hillside. He also designed to reduce 
costs by utilising cross-walls and conjoining sanitary cores.133

CIDCO housing design scheme was orientated specifically for pedestrians as resi-
dents are not vehicle owners; this is the case for garment workers also. The design 
project will be pedestrian orientated this decision is also made, as investigating 
gated communities found that their appeal in Bangladesh is due to the better 
quality of space in them due to fewer vehicles, allowing for only pedestrians and 
cycles in the housing colony achieves the same quality space without the use of 
gated walls which has negative effects around the wider community. The architect 
also discovered that elevators and other electrical services would not be main-
tained thus he made the design to avoid these, keeping the number of floors 
low and applied passive strategies for keeping spaces heated and cooled. These 
factors must be considered and applied to the research project. 

Belapur, Aranya and CIDCO low-cost social housing projects were investigated 
for precedent reviews to create the design criteria. These housing projects influ-
enced the design of the clusters and courtyard orientated housing. Their layouts 
influenced the planning of the clusters.

133  Suparna Rajguru, Raj Rewal: Innovative Architecture and Tradition (2013), p138-
145.

Fig 130: CIDCO cluster, (Image by Author Unknown) 

Fig 131: CIDCO courtyard, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Distance between build-
ings too close resulting in 
lack of natural light and 

ventilation

Waste disposal and park-
ing area for units were con-
verted into storage spaces 

due to lack of space

No canopies over balco-
nies and stairways

Lack of ramps do not ac-
commodate for disabled 

and elderly residents

Negative spaces are 
turned into green areas

Openings positioned to 
optimize natural lighting 

and ventilation

Sites contours used to 
help with drainage and 
also prevents issues with 

waterlogging

Trees planted around cir-
culation to provide cano-
pies and shaded pathways

Fig 132: Investigation of CIDCO, (Image by Author)
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METI Handmade School - Rudrapur, Dinajpur District, Bangladesh 2007
Designed by architects Anna Heringer and Eike Roswag. The building sits on a 
deep brick masonry foundation rendered with facing cement plaster, with a plastic 
moisture barrier which improved the traditional design. Bricks are the most pop-
ular product of Bangladesh’s building manufacturing industry. Bangladesh has 
almost no natural reserves of stone, and as an alternative, the clayey alluvial sand 
is put into open circular kilns and fired into bricks. This building is made entirely by 
human labour with the help of the locals with no use of machinery. The architects 
wanted to demonstrate that using simple traditional materials could still produce 
large, functional and well-designed structures. Rammed earth is the primary wall, 
local sand, straw and clay are added for additional strengthening. Bamboo and 
nylon lashing are used mainly on the structure of the upper floor for the class-
rooms.134

134  “Handmade School / Anna Heringer + Eike Roswag,” ArchDaily, last modified 
March 4, 2010, https://www.archdaily.com/51664/handmade-school-anna-heringer-eike-
roswag.

Fig 133: Handmade school Bamboo, (Image by Kurt Hoerbst) 

Fig 134: Meti elevation, (Image by Author Unknown) 

Fig 135: Meti exterior, (Image by Kurt Hoerbst) 
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Local tradesmen special-
ised in this form of infor-
mal building techniques 
do not follow site safety 

rules or use proper PPE

Material is prone to dam-
age unless treated

Earth is not the desired 
building material as it is as-
sociated with people from 

lower-income groups 

Security and safety may be 
an issue as bamboo can 

be cut 

Built by the community 
and local tradesmen, 
offers insight to locals 
about the vernacular 
building showing pride in 

their traditions 

Construction used little to 
no heavy machinery while 
also using zero electricity 

and fossil fuels

Traditional materials can 
be used with basic con-
struction skills to build 
modern and contempo-
rary designs giving the lo-
cals a sense of pride about 

their traditions

Traditional materials and 
construction techniques 
are refined to improve 
the life expectancy of the 

building 

Fig 136: Investigation of Meti Handmade school, (Image by Author)
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Dipshikha Electrical Skill Improvement Vocational School - Dinajpur, Bangla-
desh 2007
DESI (Dipshikha Electrical Skill Improvement), is a vocational school for electri-
cal training, located in a rural setting. This building is part of an extension of the 
hand-made Meti-school. This project is another example of low-cost buildings in 
Bangladesh using materials locally sourced with little to no machinery needed 
for construction. Involving the community to help use their skills and giving them 
insight into building more modern structures.135

The research project will apply construction methods used in these projects like 
Meti and Desi public mixed-use buildings, the construction and materiality are 
low cost and relatively easy to build with local craftsmen, it also conveys the vernac-
ular of the region. The use of bamboo and corrugated steel will be investigated 
to apply to the design of the mixed-use community and childcare centre in the 
proposed research project.

135  Archello, "DESI (Dipshikha Electrical Skill Improvement)
Fig 137: Materiality, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan)

Fig 138: DESI school elevation, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) 
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Rammed earth must be 
protected from heavy ex-
posure to water so build-
ings roofs must have over-
hangs to protect walls and 

raised off the ground

Orthogonal forms are 
common due to parame-
ters of the material, easy to 

build and resilient 

Openings on the upper 
levels are made of bam-
boo, and thatched straw 
materials act as a breath-
ing wall, in winter spaces 

are cold 

Rammed earth can be 
structural, but walls are very 

thick

The use of earth walls 
is beneficial for thermal 
comfort, noise reduction, 
load-bearing, fireproof, 

pest-proof and versatile

Maintenance is easy as the 
materials can be sourced 
locally and replaced when 

needed 

Affordable and sustain-
able as the materials are 
sourced locally, environ-
mentally friendly and in-
expensive also the labour 
costs are quite low be-
cause the material is easy 
to make and build with us-

ing standard methods 

The building is environ-
mentally friendly as most 
of the material is biode-

gradable

Fig 139: Investigation of DESI school, (Image by Author)
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Pani Community Centre - Rajarhat, Bangladesh 2014
Designed by SchilderScholte Architects. This building serves as a community cen-
tre for children and elders around its region. Local materials and weather condi-
tions were the main focus of the project. The materials and skills sourced to create 
this building are within a 15-mile radius of the site. 

The use of materiality was predominantly bamboo, hand-shaped brick, reused 
steel, Mango wood, recycled corrugated panels and local mortar. The main driver 
of this project was to encourage locals to become aware of the basic principles of 
sustainability and durable building concepts. During construction, there was zero 
electricity or fossil fuels used. It is creating an environmentally friendly building that 
contributes to the community it serves.136

Pani Community centres design and spacial configuration were investigated and  
will be applied to the mixed-use centre in the proposed design project as it will 
have the same function. Allowing for the space to be flexible for multiple activities 
is important, the use of local materials, construction and sourcing everything for 
the build locally is essential also, which the design project will attempt to follow.

Meti, Desi and Pani community buildings in Bangladesh were investigated as they 
are low-cost and functions as a community centre and school for locals in a ru-
ral village. The projects use of materiality and construction will be applied to the 
mixed-use community centre. The buildings are primarily built using mud, bam-
boo and steel with basic construction methods.

136  “Pani Community Centre / SchilderScholte Architects,” ArchDaily, last modified 
February 24, 2015, https://www.archdaily.com/600713/pani-community-centre-schilder-
scholte-architects.

Fig 140: Sheltered area (Image by SchilderScholte architects) 

Fig 141: Facade (Image by SchilderScholte architects) 
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DISADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

Buildings made of 
rammed earth or mud 
bricks in the region are lim-

ited to one-two levels

Structural stability of earth 
walls weak against seismic 

forces

Mud bricks or rammed 
earth is not a uniform ma-
terial as the mix and cure 
them may be of different 

consistencies

Damage and effects of 
severe flooding and mon-
soons during high seasons

Striking design showcas-
ing that conventional local 
materials and craftsman-
ship can build sustainable 
unconventional architec-

ture

Materials and construction 
techniques of craftsmen 
are skilful using these tra-
ditional techniques and 

materials

Passive strategies utilised 
to keep the spaces cool 
from the hot climate and 

keep service costs low

Spaces are flexible and can 
be used for multiple func-

tions

Fig 142: Investigation of Pani Community Centre, (Image by Author)
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Materials and con-
struction techniques 
of craftsmen are skil-
ful using these tradi-
tional techniques and 

materials

Built by 
the community 

and local tradesmen, 
offers insight to 
locals about the 
vernacular building 
showing pride in their 

traditions

Traditional materials 
can be used with ba-
sic construction skills 
to build modern and 
contemporary de-
signs giving the lo-
cals a sense of pride 
about their traditions

Traditional materi-
als and construction 
techniques are re-
fined to improve the 
life expectancy of the 

building

Maintenance is easy 
as the materials can 
be sourced locally 
and replaced when 

needed

The building is envi-
ronmentally friendly 
as most of the mate-
rial is biodegradable

Affordable and sus-
tainable as the ma-
terials are sourced 
locally, environmen-
tally friendly and in-
expensive also the 
labour costs are quite 
low because the ma-
terial is easy to make 
and build with using 

standard methods

Spaces are flexible 
and can be used for 

multiple functions

Courtyards as circula-
tion to connect clus-
ters create communi-

ty interaction

Buildings orientated 
towards courtyards 
and circulation adds 

passive security

Each plot has private 
courtyards used for 

outdoor activities

Non-party walls allow 
residents to extend 

homes and modify

Negative spaces are 
turned into green ar-

eas

Central street for 
commercial business 
connected to hous-

ing settlements

Sites contours used 
to help with drainage 
and also prevents is-
sues with water-log-

ging

Extensions have been 
future-proofed and 
ensure that all units 
will get ventilation 

and sunlight

Rows and terraced 
style scheme effi-
ciently maximise the 
use of land and puts 
residents in a smaller 

building footprint

Openings positioned 
to optimize natural 
lighting and ventila-

tion

Trees planted around 
circulation to provide 
canopies and shaded 

pathways

Striking design show-
casing that conven-
tional local materials 
and craftsmanship 
can build sustainable 
unconventional archi-

tecture

Passive strategies 
utilised to keep the 
spaces cool from the 
hot climate and keep 

service costs low

PRECEDENT SUMMARY

Local Materials Locally Sourced
Landscaping 
For Drainage

Vernacular 
Materials 

Landscape
Circulation

Environmentally
Friendly

Passive
Design

Flexible Spaces Shared Circulation Future Proofing Outdoor Spaces Expandable Units
Maximise 

Green Spaces
Accessibility To 

Amenities

Affordable
Low Skill 

Construction
Small

Footprint
Modern 
Design

Passive 
Security

Innovative Material
Use

Reduce 
Maintenance

Fig 143: Summarised Table of selected advantages of Material, Construction and Design Strategies of chosen precedents, (Image by Author)
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4.2 SELECTING MATERIALITY

TRADITIONAL 
CLAY FIRED BRICKS

These buildings are located in Bangladesh and are 
contemporary examples of how brick can be applied. 
Traditional red clay bricks are the most common build-
ing material in Bangladesh.

Fig 144: National Assembly Building dormitories by Louis I. Kahn (Image by Author 
Unknown) 

Fig 145: Bait Ur Rouf Mosque by Marina Tabassum, (Image by Alyn Griffiths) 

This section focuses on the primary materials that are common in Bangladesh. Ini-
tially, the project sought to find local traditional materials and then similar materi-
als that are used internationally, the following examples show how these materials 
can be applied.
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RAMMED EARTH

MUD

This building is located in Canada; this example shows 
how rammed earth is applied as a primary building ma-
terial. Bangladesh produces many earth structures but 
not to this level of construction. The example shows how 
earth can be applied to buildings with modern meth-
ods.

The handmade community school located in Bangla-
desh aimed to apply the vernacular construction tech-
niques and materials to create modern architectural 
concepts. This example achieves this and shows how 
mud can be used as a primary building material.

Fig 146: Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre by DIALOG architects, (Image by Author 
Unknown) 

Fig 147: Meti School by Anna Heringer, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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CONCRETE

CLAY 
ADOBE BRICKS

Concrete is a common material in Bangladesh. This 
building is located in the capital city. This building shows 
how the material can be applied.

This public building located in Rwanda shows how clay 
adobe bricks can be applied to create modern architec-
ture. Although this material is not popular in Bangladesh, 
it is similar to earth and CEB thus it was chosen to be in-
vestigated as a potential material for the design project.

Fig 148: National Assembly Building by Louis I. Kahn, (Image by Author unknown) 

Fig 149: Rwandan Education centre by Dominikus Stark Architekten, (Image by Author 
Unknown) 
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COMPRESSED EARTH 
BLOCKS

This building is located in Mali, and shows how CEB 
can be applied, the material is almost like tradition-
al brick however has more significant properties and 
harms the environment less in its production, the ma-
terial can be used as brick.

Fig 150: Primary School Tanouan Ibi by LEVS, (Image by LEVS architecten) 
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Fig 151: Comparative study of predominant materials used in Bangladesh 
and similar materials used internationally, (Data by Wikipedia, Luoyang 
Wanhao, Mudbrix, Civil Today, GreenGarage, India Environmental Portal, 

Chart by Author)
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BRICK KILNS - BONDED LABOUR & HEALTH CONDITIONS

Bonded labour is a pledge of a person’s services as security for the repayment 
of a debt, where the terms of the repayment are not clearly or reasonably stated 
usually, and the person who is owed the debt thus has control over the worker. 
The workers’ freedom is assured after the debt is repaid.137 Typically, the duration 
and services required to repay the debt is not defined and usually the person who 
is owed the debt exploit people to work indefinitely, this happens commonly in 
low-income groups, and debt is passed onto the next generation.138 This prac-
tice in modern-day is prevalent mostly in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa139, al-
though most countries in this region have set laws and regulations in place to stop 
these practices, however there is a lack of prosecution. Still, 84 - 88% of bonded 
labour globally are in South Asia.140 The practise is prevalent in brick manufactur-
ing but can be seen across many industries and children are part of the statistic.141

Bangladesh made a moderate improvement in efforts to eradicate child labour 
in 2017 and extended the child labour national plan till 2021. The Department of 
Inspection for Factories and Establishments had also offered training to a signif-
icant amount of labour inspectors and established the use of factory inspection 
checklists to include a child labour section. 

Children in Bangladesh engage in the worst type of labour, performing danger-
ous tasks in the production of garments and leather goods also in forced labour 
for the production of dried fish and bricks. Labour laws in the region do not pro-
hibit children from working in informal sectors and does not specify the numbers 
of hours permitted to work. Also, the number of labour inspectors is insufficient for 
the vast size of Bangladesh’s workforce.142 
137  Ann Jordan, “SLAVERY, FORCED LABOR, DEBT BONDAGE, AND HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING: FROM CONCEPTIONAL CONFUSION TO TARGETED SOLUTIONS,” 
Interdisciplinary Project on Human Trafficking |, last modified February 2011, https://traf-
fickingroundtable.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Issue-Paper-2-Slavery-Forced-Labor-
Debt-Bondage-and-Human-Trafficking.pdf.
138  “Debt Bondage,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified September 
25, 2002, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debt_bondage#cite_note-:0-2.
139  Kevin Bales, New Slavery: A Reference Handbook (Santa Barbara: Abc-Clio, 
2000), p15-18, https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=8Cw6EsO59aYC&printsec=front-
cover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false.
140  Siddharth Kara, Bonded Labor: Tackling the System of Slavery in 
South Asia (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), xx, https://books.
google.co.nz/books?id=r7OP92EBpOsC&printsec=frontcover&dq=ISB-
N+9780231158480.&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjIjfnYyrrpAhUvwTgGHShRAO8Q6A-
EIKDAA#v=onepage&q=ISBN%209780231158480.&f=false.
141  “South Africa,” U.S. Department of State, accessed May 17, 2020, 
https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/countries/2013/215617.htm.
142  Refworld | The Leader in Refugee Decision Support, accessed May 17, 2020, 

Fig 152: Child bonded labourer, (Image by Kamila Hya) 

Fig 153: Bonded labourers working, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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The brick manufacturing industry in South Asian countries is one of the fast-
est-growing industries posing severe health problems which are not yet com-
pletely known. A study carried out in Bangladesh showed that coal and wood are 
mostly used as fuel for brick production. The study identified many health risks of 
people who work in these brick kilns and also residents that live around them. The 
study revealed that skin diseases, asthma and other lung diseases were prevalent 
in workers, while eye irritation, headache and bronchitis were in nearby residents. 
The residents living around kiln areas for over 20 years and workers working there 
for under five years were suffering most from health problems. The study recom-
mended that safety and health programs should be established for workers and 
utilising necessary PPE is crucial. Eco-friendly brick kilns should be established.143

The project’s narrative is to help a group of people that is exploited and provide 
them their essential needs. Selecting brick would be hypocritical as the project 
must be conscious about the negative issues that are the reality of brick kilns in 
this region, to use this material would contradict the narrative behind the project. 
Brick kilns are environmentally hazardous, and factories that manufacture them 
have poor worker safety, bonded labour is also an issue within the industry. The 
materiality must be practical and also ethical.

https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/5bd05aa62.pdf.
143  Tanmoy R. Tusher, Zisan Ashraf, and Shilpi Akter, “Health effects of brick kiln 
operations: A study on largest brick kiln cluster in Bangladesh,” South East Asia Journal of 
Public Health 8, no. 1 (2019): p32, doi:10.3329/seajph.v8i1.42270.

Fig 154: Brick kiln smog, (Image by Shafiqul Alam) 
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COMMON HEALTH ISSUES CAUSED BY BRICK KILNS

EYE IRRITATION ASTHMA BRONCHITIS

HEADACHES SKIN DISEASES LUNG DISEASES

Fig 155: Common health issues, (data by South East Asia Journal of Public Health, Diagram by Author) 
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Considering all the materials that were investigated the most practical and ethical 
material to use is CEB  which will be the primary material used for the project. 
Compressed Earth Blocks / Bricks CEB has been around for centuries, although 
the use of this building material has not been practised in Bangladesh as long 
as other regions such as South America. However, an architectural firm in Ban-
gladesh has been experimenting with CEB to build houses, clinics and schools. 
Bangla Bari is focused on producing sustainable architectural solutions in rural ar-
eas and has been recognised by global media. The firm research and experiment 
with sustainable materials and construction techniques to produce aesthetically 
pleasing architecture that is high tech while promoting the use of environmentally 
friendly materials such as CEB, jute based roofing and cured bamboo, reintroduc-
ing the vernacular as these were the traditional primary materials. Implementing 
these methods, the buildings carbon footprints are reduced significantly and low-
ers the cost of construction while still producing resilient buildings. The firm also 
set up workshops to train rural masons, students and architects.144

144  BANGLA BARI, accessed May 17, 2020, https://banglabari.org.

Fig 156: CEB wall, (Image by Author Unknown)
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CEB is low cost, they can be made using soil and cement and dried under the 
sun; the material offers high thermal comfort which is biodegradable and can be 
reused.145 Compared to many of the other materials in the comparative study; it 
is the most appropriate; CEB is the most environmentally friendly and ethical ma-
terial to use. The popularity of CEB is not as significant as a traditional brick; there 
is no dedicated industry for its manufacturing which may be a positive as building 
industries will tend to exploit labourers if the industry is substantial; the material 
will need to be made by workers on site. There is a large brickfield near the CEPZ 
which could be a potential site to make the bricks.

145 "The Properties of Compressed Earth-based (CEB) Masonry Blocks," Sci-
enceDirect.com | Science, Health and Medical Journals, Full Text Articles and 
Books, accessed June 8, 2020, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
B9781782423058000176.

Fig 157: CEB, (Image by Author Unknown)
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Fig 158: CEB structure, (Image by Author Unknown) 
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STEP ONE

Earth could either be sourced on-site or in 
close proximity and dug out and collect-
ed it is important to have a good ratio of 

earth

STEP TWO

The material is sifted through a ¾ inch 
screen then a material shake test is per-
formed to determine the soil makeup this 
must typically be no more than 25% of 

clay content

STEP THREE

The dry material is mixed with 5% – 10 % 
of cement

PROCESS OF MAKING CEB (COMPRESSED EARTH BLOCKS)
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STEP FOUR

Water is added to the mixture to make it 
moist the consistency is important

STEP FIVE

The mixture should be slightly damp after 
it is thoroughly mixed

STEP SIX

To test the material, it is made into a ball 
and dropped from waist high. It should 
only break into a few pieces and not shat-
ter. This is how to test if the moisture con-

tent is correct

Fig 159: Process of Making CEB – Step 1–6, (Data by Thinking Outside The Grid, Image by Author) 
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STEP NINE

The hatch is locked over the mould and 
the lever is used to press and compact the 

material into a brick form

STEP EIGHT

The bottom of the head has a catch-
er which is pulled out and the material 
is compacted and shifted into the brick 

mould

STEP SEVEN

The material is put into the head of the hy-
draulic brick press
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STEP TEN

The hatch is opened and the lever is 
pushed down and the compressed earth 

block lifts above the mould

STEP ELEVEN

The compressed earth blocks are then 
ready to be cured which typically takes a 
few days, they must be covered and moist 
so it its cured properly. Stacking the CEB 
on top of each other while curing is com-
mon as it greatly reduces the amount of 

breakage

Fig 160: Process of Making CEB – Step 7–11, (Data by Thinking Outside The Grid, Image by Author) 
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These projects were investigated as they were designed by prominent Bangla-
deshi contemporary architects and to understand their methods of using brick. 
The examples show how perforations are applied to create screens for privacy, 
allowing for ventilation, diffused natural lighting and louvres. These elements are 
applied onto the design where it was practical.

Fig 161: Perforated façade of Bait Ur Rouf Mosque, (Image by Alyn Griffiths)

Fig 162: Street view of Bait Ur Rouf Mosque, (Image by Alyn Griffiths) 

Fig 163: Mayor Mohammad Hanif Jame Mosque by Shatotto Architects, (Image by 
Mike Kelley and Will Scott)
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Fig 164: Friendship Hospital by Kashif 
Chowdhury view 1, (Image by Asif 
Salman)

Fig 165: Friendship Hospital by Kashif 
Chowdhury view 2, (Image by Asif 
Salman)

Fig 166: Partitioning staircase and circulation of Fine Arts School by Muzharul Islam, 
(Photo by Author)

Fig 167: Partition wall screen, (Photo by Author)
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These projects show examples in Bangladesh and India, constructed of concrete 
and brick these buildings influenced and drove ideas for the design in terms of 
the geometry, orthogonal and circular shapes, arches, openings, door passages, 
windows and overall forms of structures. These were all considered to understand 
and apply elements that are familiar to the region.

Fig 168: University of Chittagong by Muzharul Islam, (Image by Author Unknown) Fig 169: Maveli Spiral Café by Laurie Baker in India, (Image by Author Unknown)
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Fig 170: Mayor Mohammad Hanif Jame Mosque by Shatotto Architects, (Image by Mike Kelley, Will Scott)
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Reinforced concrete framed structures is a common building technique for con-
structing multi-level apartment housing in Bangladesh. The housing clusters will 
follow this building construction technique. Reinforced concrete is a type of con-
struction that consists of steel which is embedded within the concrete. Because of 
its capability of accepting both compressive and tensile loadings, it is, therefore, 
an ideal type of construction for a wide range of applications in modern home 
construction.146

The process initially begins by the excavation of the site in order to prepare the 
reinforced steel which is positioned where slab, columns and beams would be 
placed. Then the footing and pile foundations are laid, concrete is poured in the 
footing of where all columns are placed. Concrete is poured over the floor and 
is imbedded with reinforcing steel to create the slab.147 For the columns, some 
molds are made, and concrete is poured in. The beams are then created, with 
steel and mold and poured, followed by the slab. This process is repeated for 
every floor.148

Advantages
• Low costs maintenance and initial cost
• Thermal insulation properties reduce heating and cooling costs
• Non-combustible and will contain the spread of fire without emitting dan-

gerous fumes
• Concrete floors do not rot and are not adversely affected by moisture, 

insects or fungal growth
• Great noise insulation

146  “Reinforced Concrete | Definition, Properties, Advantages, & Facts,” Encyclo-
pedia Britannica, accessed May 19, 2020, https://www.britannica.com/technology/rein-
forced-concrete.
147  SRIA - Steel Reinforcement Institute of Australia - Home, accessed May 19, 2020, 
https://www.sria.com.au/_literature_93667/10_Steps_to_Build_a_Reinforced_Concrete_
Slab-On-Ground.
148  “complete construction of RCC -DESIGN,” YouTube, accessed February 15, 
2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_A7_tfvt0UY&fbclid=IwAR1ipknVXN2qDSEkD-
NyhKoteop0nJuCsD8hJBdH-1aWY5he6j2BClNNKieM.

4.3 STRUCTURE

Fig 171: Typical construction of building in Panchlaish, 
Chittagong, (Photo by Author)

Fig 175: Concrete casted staircase and mid-floor, (Photo by 
Author)
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Fig 172: Front elevation, (Photo by Author) Fig 173: Structural reinforcement of walls and scaffolding for 
construction, (Photo by Author)

Fig 174: Primary Concrete structural columns on the inside of 
the building, (Photo by Author)

Fig 176: Concrete casted staircase, (Photo by Author) Fig 177: Exposed steel reinforcements for secondary walls, 
(Photo by Author)

Fig 178: Secondary walls constructed with brick, (Photo by 
Author)
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These projects predominantly use rammed earth, mud, straw and cob for the con-
struction of the walls. The mixed-use community centre for the garment workers 
project will be constructed using bricks CEB. However, the construction of the roof 
will be using bamboo and corrugated steel, using a similar construction method 
to these buildings. The bamboo is treated and used as the primary structure for 
the corrugated steel roof.

Fig 179: Meti School Construction detail of window to roof junction, (Image by Anna 
Heringer) 
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Fig 180: Interior courtyard  and bamboo roof details of Pani Community Centre (Image 
by SchilderScholte architects) 

Fig 181: Materiality and Tectonics that will be adopted in Proposed design, (Image by 
Author Unknown) 

Fig 182: Exterior view showing exposed Bamboo details of roof connecting to earth 
walls, (Image by Kurt Hoerbst)
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Fig 183: Desi School – bamboo roof construction, (Image by 
Team Rudrapur)

Fig 184: Locals constructing mud walls, (Image by Team 
Rudrapur) 

Fig 185: Supports set-up for roof Bamboo post Structure, 
(Image by Team Rudrapur) 

Fig 186: Bamboo and thatched window, (Image by B.K.S. Inan) Fig 187: Mud wall with thatched screen and roof structure 
from bamboo, (Image by B.K.S. Inan) 

Fig 188: Various openings, (Image by B.K.S. Inan) 
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Fig 189: Bamboo roof post connection detail to concrete wall, (Image by 
SchilderScholte architects) 

Fig 190: Bamboo framed walls inserting onto painted Mud wall, (Image by B.K.S. Inan) 



CHAPTER 5 - DESIGN 
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CHOSEN SITE

C H I T TA G O N G 
EXPORT 

P R O C E S S I N G 
ZONE

Fig 191: Site by CEPZ, (Image Modified by Author) 
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5.1 SITE ANALYSIS

Much of the area is agricultural land and some residential apartment buildings. 
Many amenities are in proximity, along the main street, there is tea vendors, food 
stalls, local retail stores, a mechanical garage, fruit and vegetable stalls, local 
restaurants, convenient stores and a mosque. These shops and services form the 
community that is here.

The chosen site for the project is located north of the CEPZ, which is situated out-
side of the CBD in proximity to the ports. The site is underutilised and used to be 
agricultural land; the site is relatively flat. A squatter settlement has built informal 
settlements on a portion of the site, otherwise it is baron and not maintained. To-
wards the west of the site is the sea shore and being low land, this area is prone to 
flooding. A large sea wall runs west of the site to protect the area, mainly the CEPZ 
from rising waters, a major highway runs along the sea wall.

The main circulation is the street on the east of the site. This street is the most ac-
tive street in the area as it consists of many shops. On the south of the street there 
is an entrance into the factory zone and the perimeter wall of CEPZ. The second-
ary street on the north end of the site is connected to the highway.

Fig 192: Existing context around site, (Image Edited by Author) Fig 193: Existing context 2, (Image Edited by Author) 
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Fig 194: Terrain and figure ground Site plan, (Image Edited by Author) 
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Fig 195: Collage of Site Photos showing the barren land, with its different conditions, (Photos by Author)
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Fig 196: Main Street vendors near Hazrat Omar (RA) Jame mosque, (Photos by Author)
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Fig 197: Vegetable vendors on main street, (Photo by Author) 

Fig 198: Hazrat Omar (RA) Jame Mosque, (Photo by Author)Fig 199: Street Vendors Shown when closed, (Photo by Author)
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Fig 200: Street Vendors such as food supplies, Crockery and Barbershops, (Photo by Author)
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Fig 201: Entrance into CEPZ from main street, (Photos by Author)
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Massing studies were conducted to test different schemes for 
the project, looking at the different layouts such as towers, court-
yards, terrace, row housing.

Commonly in the cities, apartments are built above ground floor, 
this allows for car parking and also protects them from flooding. 
Another mass model was made to test if that would work for this 
design, this did not seem appropriate as the ground level would 
not be used as car-parking and the space lacks natural lighting.

5.2 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT MASSING PHASE ONE

Fig 202: Massing phase 1, (Drawing by Author)
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The design process started by allocating areas for the family units, singles and 
the mixed-use community centre. Aspects from the design criteria (case studies) 
were taken such as shared circulation, courtyards and mixed-use spaces to con-
nect buildings and create interactions.

Family clusters are connected to the primary and secondary street; the singles 
housing cluster only has circulation to the main road. Vendors are kept in their 
existing locations around the primary and secondary street as they are essential to 
the community; they require access through the rear; so there is a setback to allow 
for that. The community and childcare centre on the site will be across the street 
from the local mosque on the middle of the site.

MASTER PLAN

The cluster form, orientation and central courtyards have been adopted from 
housing schemes from case studies and rural settlements.

Housing quarters at this stage are standalone two-story individual units that each 
have a plot of land with verandas that are orientated towards semi-private court-
yards.

The negative spaces at the corners of each unit within a cluster have shared gar-
den spaces; this communal space is shared between two housing units.

Fig 203: Site Blocking in different functionalities, (Image 
by Author)

Fig 204: Initial Master planning of site, (Image by Author) Fig 205: Planning of walling within internal and External 
areas of site, (Image by Author)
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MASSING PHASE TWO

At this point, an investigation was made to see if the site 
could possibly house more than 200+ workers.

Keeping the existing scheme from the master plan and 
adding multiple levels to increase the number of units was 
tested to see if it would work. Sun studies proved doing this 
would restrict natural lighting in many of the units and also 
cast large shadows throughout the day over courtyards.

The clusters were then rearranged and positioned in multi-
ple orientations. However, the test had similar results.

MASSING PHASE THREE
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Fig 206: Massing phase 2, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 207: Massing phase 3, (Drawing by Author)
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Rural areas in Bangladesh have a great sense of community rather than in hous-
ing colonies and urban developments in the cities. Generally, everyone in villages 
know each other as there are smaller networks of people and communities. Rural 
regions offer a better quality of life as homes and environments are much more 
comfortable, away from the congestion and pollution in cities. This project priori-
tised the people and space to create familiar settings, designed for quality rather 
than quantity. A smaller-scale would contextually be appropriate in the site as it is 
located outside the dense city region, around an abundance of agricultural land. 
So, the project went back to the initial idea to provide housing for 200 workers, a 
small-scale factory. Massing phase four was done and taken from the initial master 
planning for further development.

Understanding the parameters and limitations of the scale is essential. The hous-
ing colony should be low or medium density; most of the workers are migrants 
and all strangers, who will be living together, interaction is crucial, a smaller net-
work and community can achieve this as villages do. This social housing project 
aims to be low cost hence the smaller scale is appropriate. It is more practical to 
build smaller buildings as opposed to the high-rise towers to keep costs low. The 
project also needs to be low in complexity to be built by unskilled labourers, and 
community efforts, high-rises would not be appropriate. A large-scale project of 
this nature is less likely to get investments as it has never been done in the context, 
and housing for workers is a rare concept.

The design prioritises pedestrians and cyclists as residents are not vehicle owners, 
case studies showed that maintenance overtime would be neglected so consider-
ing this, the heights of the buildings must not exceed the limit for when elevators 
must be used. Passive methods to heat and cool spaces will be implemented.
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Understanding the placement of the clusters through three-dimensionally mod-
elling on site is needed to test if each unit and courtyards receive sufficient sun-
light throughout the day.

The units are all three-bedroom dwellings. Each had a total floor area 95sqm; the 
units also included verandas, private yard spaces within the plot and roof terraces. 
Each plot had more than a sufficient amount of space for the average median 
household of four occupants.

The site is elevated and built above a large mound to protect the housing colony. 
The mound will be above the flood line. The main points of entry into the site will 
be through the primary and secondary street, which will have ramps and stairways 
for pedestrians and cyclists.

MASSING PHASE FOUR

Fig 208: Massing phase 4, (Image by Author)
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VERANDAS ORIENTATED 
TOWARDS COURTYARDS

VEGETATION AROUND 
THE SETTLEMENT

CENTRAL COURTYARDS AROUND 
A SERIES OF STRUCTURES

LARGE OPEN SPACES 
AROUND STRUCTURES FOR 

PASSIVE VENTILATION

ROOF TERRACE SHARED GARDEN

SEATING OUTSIDE 
KITCHEN

CLUSTER PLANNING

Fig 209: Rural settlement, 
(Data by Nawrose Fatemi & 
Nabanita Islam,Sketch by 

Author) 

Fig 210: Shared cluster spaces, (Image by Author)

The next step of the design process was to plan the internal spaces the units were 
all modelled to suitably accommodate comfortably for a three-bedroom dwell-
ing, so the rooms were all configured to maximise sufficient light, ventilation and 
views into the central courtyards.

To create spaces for interactions and communal living at each 
scale, areas shared between the units are used to enable this. At 
the corner of each cluster, there is another smaller courtyard-like 
space; this would be a communal garden area. The courtyard at 
the centre of the cluster would be a space for children to play 
and be a large open space for recreational activities.
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SLEEPING 
ROOMS AND 

ALCOVES

CONVIVIALITY

COMMUNAL
MEALS

Fig 211: Master plan 1, 
(Image by Author)

Fig 212: Courtyard pattern, (Image by Christopher Alexander)

Fig 213: Cluster Footprint, (Image by Author)

Corner Shared Garden

Central Courtyard

Private Yard

Veranda

Building Footprint

All the family housing clusters are connected, and the community and childcare 
centre is in the middle of the site, which brings the residents and people of the 
wider community together.

In rural settlements, the element of the courtyard and verandas were an essential 
part of the housing typology as many of the resident’s daily activities took place 
here. The courtyards are designed around an enclosed space with verandas on 
edge facing into each other. The design also follows the diagram from Pattern 
Language regarding the layout of the courtyards in old caravansaries.
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INTERNAL LAYOUT

This cluster scheme consists of seven dwellings, and the entry is through the bot-
tom corner, the clusters would be replicated over the site. Residents enter through 
the primary or secondary street and into the cluster and semi-private courtyard 
then through the private yard, through the verandas. The bottom floors were just 
for the living, kitchen and w/c; bedrooms are on the upper level. 

Traditional clay stoves are a fire risk and not in tone with modern living in cities 
thus it will not be used in the design. Workers will cook indoors with gas stoves, 
kitchens face out towards to the neighbouring unit’s kitchen, and intimate seating 
spaces are placed there for women to congregate and engage.

Fig 214: Iteration 1 cluster 
footprint, (Image by Author)

Fig 216: Internal layout, (Image by author) 

Fig 215: Iteration 1 cluster form, (Image by Author)
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Fig 217: Iteration 1 3D scheme, (Image by author)

ITERATION ONE
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The school is placed in the middle of the site, from the street no vendors are ob-
scuring the entry which will be ramped and landscaped. The school has two main 
enclosed spaces on plinths. The open space in the centre will be circulation that 
leads from the street into the school towards the main lane to the family clusters. 
The form is simple, one level with a pitched corrugated steel roof, the space within 
the rooms and central space is open and can be used to host community gather-
ings and events and then break out into smaller spaces for children. 

MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE

Fig 218: Location plan for the Mixed-use 
Community centre, (Image by author)

Fig 219: Process of building up the design of the Mixed-Use Community centre 1, (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 220: Process of building up the design of the Mixed-Use Community centres design 2, (Drawing by Author) 
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Fig 221: Developed form of mixed-use 
community centre, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 222: Bamboo and corrugated 
steel detail, (Drawing by Author)

Bamboo Footing

Bamboo Column

Bamboo Rafter Bamboo 
Boundary Rafter

Bamboo 
Column to 

Rafter Junction
Corrugated 
Steel Roof

To break up the geometry and symmetry of the building, and make the form more 
playful one side of the school forms an enclosed curved cylindrical form for a small 
children’s play space. The cylindrical form penetrates through the roof and pro-
trudes up, openings on the top are positioned to allow light to enter the space. 
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Fig 223: Section through childcare room area, (Drawing by Author) Fig 224: Perspective of mixed-use community centre from main street, (Drawing by 
Author)

Fig 225: Front and rear perspectives of mixed-use community centre, (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 226: 3D location map of Clusters, (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 227: Perspective of housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)

The brief aims to accommodate a small-sized factory which is about 200+ work-
ers, a portion of which will be for single women. The scheme at this stage was not 
appropriate as it would not meet the requirements. The units were too large, each 
of them having two levels in one plot with additional private outdoor verandas 
and yards is an issue. The density must be increased, and the spaces made more 
appropriate. In context, the houses were too large. In Chittagong a three-bed-
room house over 90sqm would not be common for even working middle-class 
families, commonly everyone would be in apartments. For a low-cost social hous-
ing project, this scheme is not appropriate and to be practical and accommodate 
for more workers, the sizes of the spaces were changed.
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Fig 228: Changing iteration 1 cluster footprint and form to 
iteration 2 , (Drawing by Author)

Fig 229: Iteration 2 detailed cluster form, (Drawing by 
Author) 

The next iteration connected the clusters to utilise shared/cross walls and in-
creased the heights, but still keeping spaces for interaction such as the roof ter-
races, courtyards and gardens.

The cluster density was increased; however, realising that vertically increasing the 
height and density would go against the purpose of the smaller scale. Workers are 
predominantly migrants from low scale rural areas, interactions and integration of 
communities are vital as they progress and familiarise with bigger city life, a large 
scale would overwhelm and isolate workers.
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Fig 230: Iteration 2 3D scheme, (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 231: Service lanes and concealed entrances, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 232: Section through housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)
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Top of Mound

Ground Floor
Fig 233: Main Street Section, (Drawing by 

Author)

Fig 234: 3D view of neighbouring entrances, (Drawing by 
Author)

The edge of the mound is seen mainly from the primary and secondary street, it 
would not be seen from the south as the perimeter of the CEPZ hides it and the 
trench on the west side covers it. The area will be used as a service lane and must 
engage and interact with the vendors who are alongside it. Figure 233 shows how 
this space may be when a service lane is introduced with seating and eating areas 
for vendors and locals.
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This iteration could not accommodate the required amount either, and the clus-
ters did not utilise the space efficiently as the overall form and footprint have vary-
ing angled walls, a large portion of the site is open green spaces that would be 
used for recreational activities, this later was determined, may result in not being 
maintained, underutilised paces tend to attract squatter settlements.

Placing more clusters on the site would have over packed the site and resulted in 
a lack of natural lighting. The shape of the cluster and footprint did not use the 
space efficiently also the negatives spaces could not be utilised.

Fig 235: Roof terraces, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 236: Perspective of central courtyard, (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 237: Plan of iteration 2, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 238: Changing iteration 2 cluster footprint and 
form to iteration 3 , (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 239: Sun study during Summer Solstice of iteration 3, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 240: Sun study during Winter Solstice of iteration 3, (Drawing by Author)

MORNING MID-DAY EVENING
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Fig 241: Iteration 3 3D scheme, (Drawing by Author)
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Investigating typical low-cost apartment 
housings units in the cities was done to de-
termine the sizes of this iterations units. Us-
ing rural houses to take sizes would not be 
appropriate as houses in the city are gener-
ally smaller. 

The form of the cluster was changed and 
made the angled walls 90 degrees where pos-
sible, the overall footprint would be squared 
and placed on-site efficiently. Changing the 
shape of the footprint meant updating the 
internal layout and planning the units to work 
in the new form. More levels were added as 
the density needed to increase again.
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The family housing cluster each have their shared courtyards and gardens and 
connected to all the other clusters. The main path in the middle leads to the 
school and community centre then leads back out to the main road towards the 
CEPZ entrance. The singles housing cluster has a direct route to the main street 
and factories. There are also direct circulation paths from the family clusters into 
the primary and secondary streets.

The project wanted to engage and interact with the shops on the edge of the 
site. This happens between the edge of the mound and the rear of the shops. 
This service lane runs along the primary and secondary road behind the vendors. 
In some areas of the street, there are voids between the vendors this area will be 
used to allow for pedestrians and locals to utilise the seating/eating area near the 
lane as they congregate at the local tea and food stalls. The vendors have a private 
seating/eating space also.

Fig 242: View of Family Housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 243: View of service lane, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 244: View of family clusters from the street, (Drawing by Author)
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Fig 245: View of singles housing cluster, (Drawing by Author) Fig 246: View into service lane showing area behind vendors, (Drawing by Author)
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The west end of the site would be landscaped with trees to reduce noise pollution 
and create privacy from the main highway. Increasing the housing density meant 
the school had to accommodate more children, thus more classrooms were add-
ed, the upper floor runs west to east receiving natural lighting throughout the day, 
its placed on the north side of the existing bottom floor, to not cast shadows on 
the field and courtyard space in the rear.

Fig 247: Initial developed concept of 
Mixed-use Community Centre, (Image 

by Author)

Fig 248: Increased scale of Mixed-use 
Community Centre, (Image by Author)

Fig 249: View of mixed-use community centre, (Image by Author)
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Fig 250: Entry of mixed-use community centre street view, (Image by Author) Fig 251: Artist impression of central courtyard, (Image by Author)

Fig 252: Rear view of mixed-use community centre, (Image by Author) Fig 253: Artist impression of Roof Terrace, (Image by Author)
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Fig 254: Family cluster ground floor plan, (Image by Author) Fig 255: Family cluster upper floor plan, (Image by Author)
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The heights of the buildings must not exceed over the point where elevators must 
be used, which is 6 levels in Bangladesh, that is the maximum height of the clus-
ter. The project is orientated for pedestrians and cyclists. For the family cluster, 
residents can come through the courtyard into the central stairway to enter the 
units on the upper levels. On the ground, some verandas are orientated towards 
the courtyard, and occupants enter through the veranda. To keep building costs 
low, shared walls are utilised and sanitary cores aligned horizontally and vertically 
in buildings.

The single units’ entry is through the courtyard then into the central stairwell. The 
units are shared dorms with each unit housing six women; they all have individual 
sleeping quarters with shared dining, living and kitchen spaces.

Fig 256: Singles cluster ground floor plan, (Image by Author)

Fig 257: Singles cluster 
footprint, (Image by Author)

Fig 258: Singles cluster form, (Image by 
Author)
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Planning the internal layout of the houses generated the overall form, wherein the 
school and community centre the influence was from the public buildings from 
the case studies, wanting to utilise brick, bamboo and steel to create a similar 
aesthetic as those low-cost mixed-use public buildings, the form and design de-
rived from that. Looking into contemporary designers in the region and adopting 
elements of those to apply brick to make arches, circular forms, perforations and 
tried to apply them where it was practical such as staircases, openings, apertures 
and thresholds to allow for ventilation, lighting and creating screens for privacy.

The school is open plan to cater for the various events and activities. Classrooms 
for elder children are on the upper floor, the ground floor would be the area for a 
childcare centre for working women.

Fig 259: Mixed-use community center upper 
floor plan, (Image by Author)

Fig 260: Mixed-use community centre ground floor plan, (Image by Author) Fig 261: Cross section of mixed-use community centre, (Image by Author)
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Fig 262: Cross section of family clusters, (Image by Author)
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Fig 263: Cross section of mixed-use community centre, (Image by Author)
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Fig 264: Roof balcony floor to balustrade 
junction detail, (Image by Author) Fig 265: Floor level 

detail of mound, 
(Image by Author)

Fig 266: Cross section showing possible storm-water drainage flow, (Image by Author)

Slight pitch to allow for 
storm-water runoff

Incremental gaps to 
prevent storm-water 
buildup in roof

On the top of the mound there will 
be channel drains that run down 
and lead storm-water to the mains.

Housing built on mounds 
above flood-line
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Density Calculation 

Total Housing Units = 19 (Single Units) + 131 (Family Units) = 150 Total Units 

Total Plot Area = 18569.66 m2

Path (Shared) = (391.61 m2 + 221.17 m2) = 612.78 m2 / 2 = 306.39

Area of School = 4506.36 m2

Total Plot Area – (Area of School + Path (Shared))

18569.66 – 4812.15 = 13,757.51 m2

1.375751 Ha / 150 Units = 109 DPH

The design has 109 DPH dwellings per hectare which is still within the low to medium den-
sity range that the project aims to achieve, referring to the earlier chapter discussing the 
importance of a smaller scale.

As there Is no data to compare the DPH calculation to a person per gross floor area calcula-
tion will be made to judge how much space each person will be occupying per floor space. 

1 =  Area of Floor: 173.04m2 / 6 people per floor
 28.84 m2 per person gross floor area.

2 & 3 =  Area of Floor: 302.04m2 / 12 people per floor
 25.17 m2 per person gross floor area

4 =  Area of Floor: 302.04m2 / 12 people per floor
 25.17 m2 per person gross floor area

5 & 6 =  Area of Floor: 302.04m2 / 12 people per floor
 25.17 m2 per person gross floor area

For the above units, they are single housing units, therefore more space Is allocated per 
person, as suppose to lower figures for the family units as shown below.

7,10,13,16,19, &22 =
 Area of Floor: 157.30m2 / 12 people per floor
 19.66 m2 per person gross floor area

8,11,14,17,20, & 23 =
Area of Floor: 175.66m2 / 8 people per floor
 21.96 m2 per person gross floor area

9,12,15,18,21, & 24 =
Area of Floor: 152.00m2 / 8 people per floor
 19.00 m2 per person gross floor areaFig 267: Density calculation, (Image 

by Author)
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5.3 DESIGN OUTCOME

AXONOMETRIC SITE PLAN



171SINGLES WOMEN HOUSING FLOOR PLAN



172 MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE GROUND FLOOR PLAN



173MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE UPPER FLOOR PLAN



174 FAMILY HOUSING GROUND FLOOR PLAN



175FAMILY HOUSING UPPER FLOOR PLAN
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177SECTION A-A SINGLES HOUSING
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179SECTION B-B MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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181SECTION C-C FAMILY HOUSING



182 MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE ENTRY THROUGH MAIN STREET



183MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE PERSPECTIVE OF BACK FIELD



184 MIXED-USE COMMUNITY CENTRE CHILDCARE SPACE



185SINGLES WOMEN HOUSING CLUSTER



186 FAMILY HOUSING CLUSTER PERSPECTIVE FROM MAIN STREET



187FAMILY HOUSING CLUSTER MAIN INTERNAL LANE



188 COMMUNAL CENTRAL COURTYARD INSIDE FAMILY HOUSING CLUSTER 



189FAMILY HOUSING UNIT PERSPECTIVE



190 ROOF TERRACE PERSPECTIVE OF FAMILY HOUSING CLUSTER



191PERSPECTIVE FROM SECONDARY STREET INTO FAMILY HOUSING CLUSTER



192 COMMUNITY SERVICE LANE PERSPECTIVE FROM MAIN STREET
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5.4 DESIGN CONCLUSION

The research project explored the various factors needed to improve the quality of life 
of individuals that are living in poverty in Bangladesh. The project explicitly focused on 
garment workers, and how the industry seems to be improving but are blindsided and 
ignoring the underlying social issues. The research project establishes that the lifestyle 
of a garment worker will not improve if their underlying issues are not addressed and 
resolved.

The lack of recognition of the social issues faced by these workers results in them being 
trapped in a cycle of poverty. This ultimately creates more inequality, hinders the life 
quality of the workers and the business of garments and textiles, relationships between 
the workers and employers are tense as there are strikes regularly among workers. The 
general public understands that garment workers do not have many benefits from work-
ing in the industry, so the public image of these companies are tarnished. However, 
as workers do not have many opportunities, they have no choice but to work for this 
industry.

The proposed design resolves the main issues such as inadequate housing, childcare 
and community living. This research project attempted to design a community housing 
colony specifically for the garment workers and their families. Garment workers do not 
have a place where they can thrive which is catred to their specific needs, the proposed 
housing design provides a unique solution which collectivly tries to accomodate for 
the single women, families and children that are among the industry while focusing on 
building their network and community through architecture that is inclusive which gets 
disreagrded in common housing colonies in the city.

The design includes housing in close proximity to the factories. A mixed-use commu-
nity centre which is integrated into the design in order to cater for Childcare services, 
Educational classes for all ages and community events. The design encourages posi-
tive interaction between the workers and families with the integrated communal shared 
spaces within the housing colonies. Residents are primarily from rural areas, therefore 
it is important to have a community network based design where there is a sense of 
community and they can engage and create relationships. Thus resulting in residents 
integrating into the city,  with a positive future.

The design promotes interaction and engagement of workers and families to build 
communities, bonds and positive relationships. This ultimately improves the relationship 
between employee and employers. Factory productivity and job demand will increase 
as worker strikes will reduce. The proposed design creates a progressive enterprise for 
the businesses public image and integrity.

This design will set a precedent for other industries to follow, so that their social obliga-
tion become the norm. Overtime the proposed model will provide a gateway, where a 
worker from an impoverished background no longer worries about their basic human 
rights, and has the means to create a better life.
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Fig 31: Factory Cities (Data by Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1O4jtcP4Hc6gAGWTg7pfedoPdSx-
6f08vnGxz9RQcOc_MMID540pmOtZfQ
Fig 32: Migration map (Data by, Diagram by Author)
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Migration-objectives-and-their-fulfill-
ment%3A-A-micro-Ishtiaque-Mahmud/d2f43901ccb9203420a739643a843fcae-
820c5ae
Fig 33: Graph 1, (Data by Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1O4jtcP4Hc6gAGWTg7pfedoPdSx-
6f08vnGxz9RQcOc_MMID540pmOtZfQ
Fig 34: Graph 2, (Data by Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1O4jtcP4Hc6gAGWTg7pfedoPdSx-
6f08vnGxz9RQcOc_MMID540pmOtZfQ
Fig 35: Graph 3, (Data by Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1O4jtcP4Hc6gAGWTg7pfedoPdSx-
6f08vnGxz9RQcOc_MMID540pmOtZfQ
Fig 36: Graph 4, (Data by Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1O4jtcP4Hc6gAGWTg7pfedoPdSx-
6f08vnGxz9RQcOc_MMID540pmOtZfQ
Fig 37: Average Household, (Data by Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1O4jtcP4Hc6gAGWTg7pfedoPdSx-
6f08vnGxz9RQcOc_MMID540pmOtZfQ
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Fig 38: Step one - Large rolls of fabric are taken from storage and brought into the 
cutting floor, (Photo by Author)
Fig 39: Step two - Rolls are placed on each workstation, (Photo by Author)
Fig 40: Step three - Fabric is placed on stations and pressed, (Photo by Author)
Fig 41: Step four - Templates are used to cut the fabric into various parts of clothing, 
(Photo by Author)
Fig 42: Step five - Cut fabric is stacked for each part of the clothes and brought into 
sewing floor, (Photo by Author)
Fig 43: Step six - Cut fabrics are assorted and sewed together, (Photo by Author)
Fig 44: Step seven - Clothes are brought to second sewing section where they are 
checked for quality control, (Photo by Author)
Fig 45: Step eight - Checked clothes are attached with tags, (Photo by Author)
Fig 46: Step nine - Clothes are pressed and ironed, (Photo by Author)
Fig 47: Step ten - Clothes are placed in packets, (Photo by Author)
Fig 48: Step eleven - Packets are assorted to various sizes and placed in boxes, (Photo 
by Author)
Fig 49: Step twelve - Boxes are taken from factories and delivered to ports for export, 
(Photo by Author)
Fig 50: Factory Sizes, (Image by Author)
Fig 51: Graph 5, (Data by Factory Site Operator, Diagram by Author)
Fig 52: Graph 6, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author)
https://workerdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_
Bangladesh_Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1LbC8PA3lX8_-HrE-LvLR_w_rdTiTf-
BG-1yXwWEdfL88Zzm2nVZbu_uJc
Fig 53: Graph 7, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author) https://work-
erdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_Bangladesh_
Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1LbC8PA3lX8_-HrE-LvLR_w_rdTiTfBG-1yXwWEd-
fL88Zzm2nVZbu_uJc
Fig 54: Graph 8, (Data by Garment Worker Diaries, Diagram by Author) https://work-
erdiaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Garment_Worker_Diaries_Bangladesh_
Interim_Report.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1LbC8PA3lX8_-HrE-LvLR_w_rdTiTfBG-1yXwWEd-
fL88Zzm2nVZbu_uJc
Fig 55: cutting, (Photo by Author)
Fig 56: sewing machine, (Photo by Author)
Fig 57: Knitting floor, (Photo by Author)
Fig 58: Preparing for packaging, (Photo by Author)
Fig 59: Garden spaces, (Photo by Author)
Fig 60: Shared path, (Photo by Author)
Fig 61: Communal outdoor space, (Photo by Author)
Fig 62: Settlement by seawall, (Photo by Author)
Fig 63: Clothing drying spaces, (Photo by Author)
Fig 64: Garden space, (Photo by Author)
Fig 65: Children in slums, (Photo by Author)
Fig 66: Poorly maintained area, (Photo by Author)
Fig 67: Materials used in informal settlements, (Photo by Author)
Fig 68: Minimal privacy, (Photo by Author)
Fig 69: Open sewage, (Photo by Author)

Fig 70: conflicting circulation, (Photo by Author)
Fig 71: Shared Garden area, (Photo by Author)
Fig 72: Poor natural lighting, (Photo by Author)
Fig 73: Programme diagram, (Image by Author)
Fig 74: Individual's roles, (Image by Author)
Fig 75: Chain effect of Rana Plaza, (Image by Author) https://www.theguardian.com/
sustainable-business/2015/apr/24/bangladesh-factories-building-collapse-gar-
ment-dhaka-rana-plaza-brands-hm-gap-workers-construction?fbclid=IwAR27vUH-
N07ijSsD0vfcsJ5SUg3VIoxSAknt0NAVjIWEkTUJmeLcsCfoFcc4
Fig 76: Results of spreading awareness, (Image by Author) https://www.theguard-
ian.com/sustainable-business/2015/apr/24/bangladesh-factories-building-col-
lapse-garment-dhaka-rana-plaza-brands-hm-gap-workers-construction?fbclid=I-
wAR27vUHN07ijSsD0vfcsJ5SUg3VIoxSAknt0NAVjIWEkTUJmeLcsCfoFcc4
Fig 77: Rural settlement, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.a-i-d.org/images/
projects/35/317/f1/HOMEmade-Kurt-Hoerbst2.jpg
Fig 78: Vernacular House, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.domusweb.it/
content/dam/domusweb/en/news/2010/03/11/tyin--anna-heringer-at-villa-noailles/
AHhomemade1_800x533.shkl.jpg.foto.rmedium.jpg
Fig 79: Mud house, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.architectureindevelop-
ment.org/images/projects/35/317/f1/HandmadeMudHouses_Hamonto.jpg
Fig 80: Mud house 2, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.architectureindevel-
opment.org/images/projects/35/317/f1/homemade_Sepal_.jpg
Fig 81: Mud house Elevation, (Image by Author Unknown) https://s3.us-east-1.am-
azonaws.com/media.archnet.org/system/media_contents/contents/72626/original/
IMG38448.jpg?1384732679
Fig 82: Mud house Roof, (Image by Author Unknown) https://architektur.hoerbst.com/
wp-content/uploads/2017/09/007_homemade-architecture_rahini_anna-heringer_
bangladesh_by_kurt-hoerbst_095139.jpg
Fig 83: Settlement Sketch, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Au-
thor)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 84: Settlement section, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Au-
thor)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 85: Rural settlement, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 86: Spaces around settlements, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch 
by Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 87: Detached dwellings, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by 
Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
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Fig 88: Single story, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 89: Double story, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 90: Clear story, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 91: Typical floor plan 1, (Image by Author Unknown) Polin, Fatiha. "(PDF) THE 
CHANGING PATTERN OF MUD HOUSES IN THE BARIND REGION OF BANGLA-
DESH." ResearchGate. Last modified July 7, 2018. https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/326250269_THE_CHANGING_PATTERN_OF_MUD_HOUSES_IN_THE_
BARIND_REGION_OF_BANGLADESH.
Fig 92: Typical floor plan 2, (Image by Author Unknown) Polin, Fatiha. "(PDF) THE 
CHANGING PATTERN OF MUD HOUSES IN THE BARIND REGION OF BANGLA-
DESH." ResearchGate. Last modified July 7, 2018. https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/326250269_THE_CHANGING_PATTERN_OF_MUD_HOUSES_IN_THE_
BARIND_REGION_OF_BANGLADESH.
Fig 93: Earth Construction, (Image by Author Unknown) https://payload.cargocol-
lective.com/1/10/326952/4835566/1%203_o.jpg
Fig 94: Community Construction, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.arch2o.
com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Arch2O-Handmade-School-Anna-Heringer-
Eike-Roswag-01.jpg
Fig 95: Desi vocational school, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) https://
urbannext.net/desi-trainingcenter/
Fig 96: foyer in Desi School, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) https://ur-
bannext.net/desi-trainingcenter/
Fig 97: Factors & Issues, (Sketch by Author)
Fig 98: Mould due to moisture, Damp wall due to soaking of water, (Image by Au-
thor Unknown) https://medium.com/cofundie/want-to-build-a-house-in-west-africa-
here-are-5-alternative-materials-you-can-use-c05c50f7f06f
Fig 99: Excessive shrinkage and cracking, (Image by Mohammad Shariful Islam) 
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Common-problems-of-mud-houses-a-damp-
wall-due-to-soaking-of-water-b-mould-due-to_fig2_284347340
Fig 100: Hazardous smoke inhalation, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.co-
penhagenconsensus.com/publication/colombia-perspective-ict-infrastructure
Fig 101: Cityscape of Dhaka, (Image by Author Unknown) https://i.unu.edu/media/
ourworld.unu.edu-en/article/10771/Sick-Cities-A-Scenario-for-Dhaka-City.jpg
Fig 102: Extremes of wealth and poverty in Bangladesh, (Image by Laura Elizabeth 
Pohl) https://blogs.worldbank.org/sustainablecities/some-regions-within-countries-
are-lagging-behind-what-can-we-do-about-it
Fig 103: Public park In gated community, (Image by Author Unknown) https://red-
manfiles.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/bangladesh-download-5-8-20-038.jpg
Fig 104: Congested public streets, (Image by Author Unknown) https://d30fl32nd-
2baj9.cloudfront.net/media/2018/06/13/eid-shoping-130618-0035.jpg1/BINARY/
w940/eid-shoping-130618-0035.jpg

Fig 105: Child miners 1911 (Image by History Crunch Writers) https://www.history-
crunch.com/negatives-of-the-industrial-revolution.html#/
Fig 106: Poor families In slums, (Image by Jacob Riis) https://www.history.com/
topics/immigration/tenements#&gid=ci023648dc900027a7&pid=jacob-riis-tene-
ments-514877094
Fig 107: Textile production, (Image by Author Unknown) https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Industrial_Revolution#/media/File:Powerloom_weaving_in_1835.jpg
Fig 108: Bournville cottages, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.birmingham-
mail.co.uk/news/nostalgia/gallery/life-chocolate-box-village-bournville-9152154
Fig 109: Poverty Cycle, (Data by Poverty Cycle, Diagram by Author)
https://povertycycle.weebly.com/what-is-the-poverty-cycle.html?fbclid=IwAR0AM-
b0RzhkuOruamEiEQ9iVXDrE8ifWTJn6_gDaU1jNoMVeNbnzwOpa12k
Fig 110: Escaping Poverty, (Data by Dr. Nazrul Islam, Diagram by Author)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308119790_Socio-Economic_Factors_
of_Readymade_Garments_Workers_in_Bangladesh
Fig 111: Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs, (Data by Saul McLeod, Diagram by Author)
https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html?fbclid=IwAR373_mrvGqrbjCI42H-
TOTjZ9O6-CJSRmpMspuffoQP4mR-zoihuZ2sXjWE
Fig 112: Courtyards Patterns, (Image by Christopher Alexander) Alexander, Christo-
pher, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray Silverstein. A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, 
Construction. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977.
Fig 113: Great Caravanserai in Bangladesh, (Image by Sir Charles D'Oyly, 7th Baronet) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caravanserai#/media/File:Charles_D%E2%80%99Oy-
ly04.jpg
Fig 114: Choto Katra caravanserai in Bangladesh, (Image by Sir Charles D'Oyly, 7th 
Baronet) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caravanserai#/media/File:The_Small_Kut-
tra_with_its_enclosed_Mosque,_Dhaka_(1817).jpg
Fig 115: National assembly building in Bangladesh by Louis I. Kahn, (Image by Author 
Unknown) https://i.pinimg.com/originals/0e/52/fe/0e52fe37732d3563c1175ffe-
8bacd769.jpg
Fig 116: Osiedle Sheik Sarai Housing in India by Raj Rewal, (Image by World mu-
seum of Fine Arts) https://www.historiasztuki.com.pl/kodowane/003-02-05-ARCH-
WSP-REGIONALIZM-eng.php
Fig 117: Bagsværd kirke in Denmark by Jorn Utzon, (Image by Author Unknown) 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/seier/5933306410
Fig 118: Saynatsalo Town Hall by Alvar Aalto, (Image by Author Unknown) https://
divisare-res.cloudinary.com/images/c_limit,f_auto,h_2000,q_auto,w_3000/
v1463401263/d4bsu3fvkpqyalm7vmgc/alvar-aalto-nico-saieh-saynatsalo-town-
hall-1951.jpg
Fig 119: Muzharul Islam, National Library, (Image by Author Unknown) https://dome.
mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.3/62966/154150_sv.jpg?sequence=2
Fig 120: Muzharul Islam, National Library entry, (Image by Author Unknown) https://i.
pinimg.com/originals/4e/2a/3f/4e2a3f6e45772da524d9f381f64d0365.jpg
Fig 121: Villa Verde, (Image by Suyin Chia) https://divisare.com/projects/265944-el-
emental-alejandro-aravena-villa-verde-project
Fig 122: Quinta Monroy, (Image by Cristobal Palma and Estudio Palma) https://www.
archdaily.com/10775/quinta-monroy-elemental
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Fig 123: investigation of Villa Verde and Quinta Monroy (Image by Author)
Fig 124: Belapur Courtyard, (Image by R.I.B.A.) https://theculturetrip.com/asia/india/
articles/indias-greatest-architect-charles-correa/
Fig 125: Belapur Courtyard view 2, (Image by Charles Correa) https://www.theguard-
ian.com/artanddesign/2015/jun/19/charles-correa
Fig 126: Investigation of Belapur, (Image by Author)
Fig 127: Aranya Housing, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.pinterest.nz/
pin/341147740494932764/
Fig 128: Aranya main street, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.google.
com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mcgill.ca%2Fmchg%2Ffiles%2Fm-
chg%2Fimages%2FAranya5.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mcgill.
ca%2Fmchg%2Fpastproject%2Faranya&tbnid=SK5jHVtpKdNYCM&vet=10CAkQx-
iAoAWoXChMIiMON6Z-N6QIVAAAAAB0AAAAAEB8.i&docid=QuXkVi_Gy8lD-
vM&w=815&h=571&itg=1&q=aranya%20communty%20%20housing&ved=-
0CAkQxiAoAWoXChMIiMON6Z-N6QIVAAAAAB0AAAAAEB8
Fig 129: Investigation of Aranya, (Image by Author)
Fig 130: CIDCO cluster, (Image by Author Unknown) https://commons.wikimedia.
org/wiki/File:CIDCO_Low_Income_Housing_in_navi_Mumbai.jpg
Fig 131: CIDCO courtyard, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.sawdust.online/
cidco-lowcost-housing-min/
Fig 132: Investigation of CIDCO, (Image by Author)
Fig 133: Handmade School Bamboo, (Image by Kurt Hoerbst) https://www.archdaily.
com/51664/handmade-school-anna-heringer-eike-roswag
Fig 134: Meti elevation, (Image by Author Unknown) https://omrania.com/inspira-
tion/school-made-hand-using-local-knowledge-materials/
Fig 135: Meti Exterior, (Image by Kurt Hoerbst) https://www.archdaily.com/51664/
handmade-school-anna-heringer-eike-roswag
Fig 136: Investigation of Meti handmade School, (Image by Author Unknown)
Fig 137: Materiality, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) https://urbannext.
net/desi-trainingcenter/
Fig 138: DESI School elevation, (Image by Naquib Hossain and B.K.S. Inan) https://
urbannext.net/desi-trainingcenter/
Fig 139: Investigation of DESI School, (Image by Author)
Fig 140: Sheltered area (Image by SchilderScholte architects) https://www.archdaily.
com/600713/pani-community-centre-schilderscholte-architects
Fig 141: Façade, (Image by SchilderScholte architects) https://www.archdaily.
com/600713/pani-community-centre-schilderscholte-architects
Fig 142: Investigation of Pani Community Centre, (Image by Author)
Fig 143: Summarised Table of selected advantages of Material, Construction and 
Design Strategies of chosen precedents, (Image by Author)
Fig 144: National Assembly Building dormitories, by Louis I. Kahn (Image by Author 
Unknown) https://au.phaidon.com/agenda/architecture/articles/2019/january/16/
why-louis-kahn-would-often-talk-to-bricks/
Fig 145: Bait Ur Rouf Mosque by Marina Tabassum, (Image by Alyn Griffiths) https://
www.dezeen.com/2017/03/05/bait-ur-rouf-mosque-dhaka-bangladesh-marina-ta-
bassum-brick-aga-khan-award/
Fig 146: Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre by DIALOG architects, (Image by Author Un-

known) https://sirewall.com/project/nkmip-desert-cultural-centre/ 
Fig 147: Meti School by Anna Heringer, (Image by Author Unknown) https://omrania.
com/inspiration/school-made-hand-using-local-knowledge-materials/
Fig 148: National Assembly Building by Louis I. Kahn, (Image by Author unknown) 
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/282600945346614834/
Fig 149: Rwandan Education centre by Dominikus Stark Architeckten, (Image by Au-
thor Unknown) https://inhabitat.com/incredible-modern-rwandan-education-cen-
ter-made-with-local-materials/rwanda-education-center-1/
Fig 150: Primary School in Tanouan Ibi by LEVS, (Image by LEVS architecten) https://
www.archdaily.com/560814/primary-school-tanouan-ibi-levs-architecten?ad_medi-
um=gallery
Fig 151: Comparative study of predominant materials used in Bangladesh and sim-
ilar materials used internationally, (Data by Wikipedia, Luoyang Wanhao, Mudbrix, 
Civil Today, GreenGarage, India Environmental Portal, Chart by Author)
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compressed_earth_block
• http://www.wanhaorefractory.com/en/new/advantages-and-disadvantag-
es-of-fire-clay-brick.html
• http://www.makeitmudbricks.com.au/advantages-and-disadvantag-
es-of-mud-bricks/ 
• https://civiltoday.com/civil-engineering-materials/concrete/15-advantag-
es-and-disadvantages-of-concrete 
• https://greengarageblog.org/18-advantages-and-disadvantag-
es-of-rammed-earth 
• http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/content/19/mud-housing-is-the-
key
Fig 152: Child Bonded Labourer, (Image by Kamila Hya) https://www.thenewhu-
manitarian.org/report/76296/pakistan-bonded-labourers-children-eke-out-exis-
tence-brick-kilns
Fig 153: Bonded labourers working, (Image by Author Unknown) https://www.histo-
rycrunch.com/negatives-of-the-industrial-revolution.html#/
Fig 154: brick kilns smog, (Image by Shafiqul Alam) https://phys.org/news/2019-12-
bangladesh-brick-kilns-toxic-smog.html
Fig 155: Common Health issues, (data by South East Asia Journal of Public Health, 
Diagram by Author)
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.banglajol.info%2Fin-
dex.php%2FSEAJPH%2Farticle%2Fview%2F42270%2F32148%3Ffbclid%3D-
IwAR2HbiLGMvgiAkWRA6DG3ZDQKOR_ncSRGlZN5tPtpfJ6J6FrvpgviNzb-
t9U&h=AT1s9heTSof6nggFbT8mFvkXtwGuqOMIkDO1PB-8bA9Oi9ul4BG8hyX-
FQJTSlKBCQLcQNkLsmG4uaBLs55f5_rqjKU2M6YHqf8eAd2rhF6lck6MKFT3ey-
MU84mZIjWTfrW32-hT1g1dZ 
Fig 156: CEB Earth Blocks, (Image by Author Unknown) https://banglabari.org/gal-
lery/
Fig 157: CEB, (Image by Author Unknown) https://banglabari.org/gallery/
Fig 158: CEB structure, (Image by Author Unknown) https://banglabari.org/gallery/
Fig 159: Process of Making CEB – Step 1 – 6, (Data by Thinking outside the Grid, Im-
age by Author)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV5btBPssxM&fbclid=IwAR2HbiLGMvgiAk-
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WRA6DG3ZDQKOR_ncSRGlZN5tPtpfJ6J6FrvpgviNzbt9U
Fig 160: Process of Making CEB – Step 7 – 11, (Data by Thinking outside the Grid, 
Image by Author)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV5btBPssxM&fbclid=IwAR2HbiLGMvgiAk-
WRA6DG3ZDQKOR_ncSRGlZN5tPtpfJ6J6FrvpgviNzbt9U
Fig 161: Perforated façade of Bait Ur Rouf Mosque, (Image by Alyn Griffiths) https://
www.dezeen.com/2017/03/05/bait-ur-rouf-mosque-dhaka-bangladesh-marina-ta-
bassum-brick-aga-khan-award/
Fig 162: Street view of Bait Ur Rouf Mosque, (Image by Alyn Griffiths) https://www.
dezeen.com/2017/03/05/bait-ur-rouf-mosque-dhaka-bangladesh-marina-tabas-
sum-brick-aga-khan-award/
Fig 163: Mayor Mohammad Hanif Jame Mosque by Shatotto Architects, (Image 
by Mike Kelley and Will Scott) https://www.archdaily.com/931605/mayor-moham-
mad-hanif-jame-mosque-shatotto
Fig 164: Friendship Hospital by Kashif Chowdhury view 1, (Image by Asif Salman)
Fig 165: Friendship Hospital by Kashif Chowdhury view 2, (Image by Asif Salman)
Fig 166: Partitioning staircase and circulation of Fine Arts School by Muzharul Islam, 
(Photo by Author)
Fig 167: Partition wall screen, (Photo by Author)
Fig 168: University of Chittagong by Muzharul Islam, (Image by Author Unknown) 
https://medium.com/@marufraihan/travel-blog-02-coxs-bazar-st-martin-c-u-
6ea1692fd0de
Fig 169: Maveli Spiral Café by Laurie Baker in India, (Image by Author Unknown)
Fig 170: Mayor Mohammad Hanif Jame Mosque by Shatotto Architects, (Image by 
Mike Kelley, Will Scott) https://www.archdaily.com/931605/mayor-mohammad-han-
if-jame-mosque-shatotto
Fig 171: Typical construction of building in Panchlaish, Chittagong, (Photo by Au-
thor)
Fig 172: front elevation of typical construction of building in Panchlaish, Chittagong, 
(Photo by Author)
Fig 173: Structural reinforcement of walls and scaffolding for construction, (Photo 
by Author)
Fig 174: Primary Concrete structural columns on the inside of the building, (Photo 
by Author)
Fig 175: Concrete casted staircase and mid-floor, (Photo by Author)
Fig 176: Concrete casted staircase, (Photo by Author)
Fig 177: Exposed steel reinforcements for secondary walls, (Photo by Author)
Fig 178: Secondary walls constructed with brick, (Photo by Author)
Fig 179: Meti School Construction detail of window to roof junction, (Image by Anna 
Heringer) https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Construction-detail-of-the-METI-
Handmade-School-by-Anna-Heringer_fig4_322253624
Fig 180: Internal courtyard Bamboo roof details of Pani Community Centre, (Image 
by SchilderScholte architects) https://www.archdaily.com/600713/pani-communi-
ty-centre-schilderscholte-architects
Fig 181: Materiality and Tectonics that will be adopted in Proposed design, (Image 
by Author Unknown) https://omrania.com/inspiration/school-made-hand-using-lo-
cal-knowledge-materials/

Fig 182: Exterior view showing exposed Bamboo details of roof connecting to earth 
walls, (Image by Kurt Hoerbst) https://www.archdaily.com/51664/handmade-school-
anna-heringer-eike-roswag
Fig 183: Desi School –Bamboo roof construction, (Image by Team Rudrapur) https://
divisare.com/projects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-rudrapur-b-k-s-in-
an-desi
Fig 184: Locals constructing Mud walls, (Image by Team Rudrapur) https://divisare.
com/projects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-rudrapur-b-k-s-inan-desi
Fig 185: Supports set-up for roof Bamboo post Structure, (Image by Team Rudrapur) 
https://divisare.com/projects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-rudrapur-
b-k-s-inan-desi
Fig 186: bamboo and thatched window, (Image by B.K.S. Inan) https://divisare.com/
projects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-rudrapur-b-k-s-inan-desi
Fig 187: mud wall with thatched screen and roof structure from bamboo, (Image by 
B.K.S. Inan) https://divisare.com/projects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-
rudrapur-b-k-s-inan-desi
Fig 188: Various openings, (Image by B.K.S. Inan) https://divisare.com/proj-
ects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-rudrapur-b-k-s-inan-desi
Fig 189: Bamboo roof post connection detail to concrete wall, (Image by Schil-
derScholte architects) https://www.archdaily.com/600713/pani-community-cen-
tre-schilderscholte-architects
Fig 190: Bamboo framed walls inserting onto painted Mud wall, (Image by B.K.S. 
Inan) https://divisare.com/projects/127081-anna-heringer-kurt-hoerbst-team-rudra-
pur-b-k-s-inan-desi
Design Process 
Fig 191: Site map of CEPZ, (Image Modified by Author) https://www.google.
com/maps/place/Chattogram,+Bangladesh/@22.3529737,91.7680596,2678m/
data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x30acd8a64095dfd3:0x5015cc5bcb6905d9!8m2!3d
22.356851!4d91.7831819
Fig 192: Existing context around site, (Image Edited by Author) https://www.goo-
gle.com/maps/place/Chattogram,+Bangladesh/@22.3529737,91.7680596,2678m/
data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x30acd8a64095dfd3:0x5015cc5bcb6905d9!8m2!3d
22.356851!4d91.7831819
Fig 193: Existing context 2, (Image Edited by Author) https://www.google.com/
maps/place/Chattogram,+Bangladesh/@22.3529737,91.7680596,2678m/
data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x30acd8a64095dfd3:0x5015cc5bcb6905d9!8m2!3d
22.356851!4d91.7831819
Fig 194: Terrain and figure ground Site plan, (Image Edited by Author) https://www.
google.com/maps/place/Chattogram,+Bangladesh/@22.3529737,91.7680596,267
8m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x30acd8a64095dfd3:0x5015cc5bcb6905d9!8m
2!3d22.356851!4d91.7831819
Fig 195: Collage of Site Photos showing the barren land, with its different conditions, 
(Photos by Author)
Fig 196: Main Street vendors near Hazrat Omar (RA) Jame mosque, (Photos by Au-
thor)
Fig 197: Vegetable vendor on Main Street, (Photo by Author) 
Fig 198: Hazrat Omar (RA) Jame Mosque, (Photo by Author)
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Fig 199: Street Vendors Shown when closed, (Photo by Author)
Fig 200: Street Vendors such as food supplies, Crockery and Barbershops, (Photo by 
Author)
Fig 201: entrance into CEPZ from main street, (Photos by Author)
Fig 202: Massing phase 1, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 203: Site blocking in different functionalities, (Image by Author)
Fig 204: Initial Master planning of site, (Image by Author)
Fig 205: Planning of walling within internal and external areas of site, (Image by Au-
thor)
Fig 206: Massing phase 2, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 207: Massing phase 3, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 208: Massing phase 4, (Image by Author)
Fig 209: Rural settlement, (Data by Nawrose Fatemi & Nabanita Islam,Sketch by 
Author) https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268524329_Sustainability_and_
Eco-Adaptability_in_Vernacular_Housing_in_Bangladesh
Fig 210: Shared cluster spaces, (Image by Author)
Fig 211: Master plan 1, (Image by Author)
Fig 212: Courtyard Pattern, (Image by Christopher Alexander) Alexander, Christo-
pher, SaraIshikawa, and Murray Silverstein. A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, 
Construction. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977.
Fig 213: Cluster Footprint, (Image by Author)
Fig 214: Iteration 1 cluster footprint, (Image by Author)
Fig 215: Iteration 1 cluster form, (Image by Author)
Fig 216: Internal Layout, (Image by author) 
Fig 217: Iteration 1 3D scheme, (Image by author)
Fig 218: Location plan for the Mixed-use Community centre, (Image by author)
Fig 219: Process of building up the design of the Mixed-Use Community centre 1, 
(Drawing by Author)
Fig 220: Process of building up the design of the Mixed-Use Community centre 2, 
(Drawing by Author) 
Fig 221: Developed form of Mixed-use Community Centre, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 222: Bamboo and corrugated steel detail, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 223: Section through Childcare area, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 224: Perspective of Mixed-use Community Centre from Main Street, (Drawing by 
Author)
Fig 225: front and rear of Mixed-use Community Centre, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 226: 3D location map of Clusters, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 227: Perspective of housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 228: Changing iteration 1 cluster footprint and form to iteration 1, (Drawing by 
Author)
Fig 229: Iteration 2 cluster form, (Drawing by Author) 
Fig 230: Iteration 2 3D scheme, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 231: Service lanes and concealed entrances, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 232: Section through Housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 233: Main Street Section, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 234: 3D view of neighboring entrances, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 235: Roof Terraces, (Drawing by Author)

Fig 236: Perspective of central courtyard, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 237: Plan of iteration 2, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 238: Changing iteration 2 cluster footprint and form to Iteration 3, (Drawing by 
Author)
Fig 239: Sun study during Summer Solstice of Iteration 3, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 240: Sun study during Winter Solstice of the Iteration 3, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 241: Iteration 3 3D scheme, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 242: View of Family housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 243: View of Service lane, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 244: View of family cluster from the street, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 245: View single housing cluster, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 246: View into Service lane showing area behind vendors, (Drawing by Author)
Fig 247: Initial developed concept of Mixed-use Community Centre, (Image by Au-
thor)
Fig 248: Increased scale of Mixed-use Community Centre, (Image by Author)
Fig 249: View of mixed use Community Centre, (Image by Author)
Fig 250: Entry of Mixed-use Community Centre street view, (Image by Author)
Fig 251: Artist impression of central courtyard, (Image by Author)
Fig 252: Rear view of Mixed-use Community Centre, (Image by Author)
Fig 253: Artist impression of Roof Terrace, (Image by Author)
Fig 254: Family cluster ground floorplan, (Image by Author)
Fig 255: Family cluster upper floorplan, (Image by Author)
Fig 256: single cluster ground floorplan, (Image by Author)
Fig 257: Singles cluster footprint, (Image by Author)
Fig 258: Singles cluster form, (Image by Author)
Fig 259: Mixed-used community centre upper floorplan, (Image by Author)
Fig 260: Mixed-used community centre Ground floorplan, (Image by Author)
Fig 261: Cross section of Mixed-Used Community Centre, (Image by Author)
Fig 262: Cross section of Family Clusters, (Image by Author)
Fig 263: Cross section of Mixed-Used Community Centre, (Image by Author)
Fig 264: Roof balcony floor to balustrade junction detail, (Image by Author)
Fig 265: Floor level detail of mound, (Image by Author)
Fig 266: Cross section showing possible storm-water drainage flow to main, (Image 
by Author)
Fig 267: Density calculation, (Image by Author)


